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The following document was originally created as a handout at the occasion of a Go
Pedelec! workshop for municipal leaders in Stuttgart on the 14th of June 2012. Since
then the document grew adding continuously relevant material. Resulting originally from
a presentation/lecture by Thomas Lewis, energieautark consulting gmbh, it is partly kept
in the corresponding lecture style (I, we..) on purpose.

You may find substantial tips and hints in green, numbered text boxes. Provided that the
total length of the document doesn’t deter you from reading – simply begin here with the
few pages summarizing the tips:

1 Most relevant advice

� Advice 1, p. 11: Riding the pedelec is always fun. Of course there are situations such
as ice or heavy rain where one has problems to overcome ones weaker self, but generally it
lowers the threshold of using the bicycle in everyday life. This is something that can help
us a lot.

� Advice 2, p. 11: We still have the prejudice that riding a pedelec is unsporty.

� Advice 3, p. 13: For the first time benefits that are popular for bicycles come into
reach, since they can actually be implemented on a broad basis via pedelecs.

� Advice 4, p. 14: During our last workshops we always started the event with a test
ride, and only then started with the lecture part. In case you plan events for pedelecs
or generally for electric mobility: Plan a test ride with the pedelecs before the lectures.
Usually you will be rewarded with a very positive feedback from the participants for this
practical and entertaining part.
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� Advice 5, p. 14: The problem: Europeans don’t know yet, roughly spoken, that the
pedelec exists, what it is, and that it can revolutionize their mobility behaviour com-
pletely! That it is what they’ve always needed, which can make their daily journeys a
great pleasure.

� Advice 6, p. 14: This first moment of enthusiasm among the users is the crucial
point of the new product, the leverage that can really revolutionize the municipal trans-
port. You are holding a tool in your hands that can be self-perpetuating, because it can
enthuse others and in this regard is a serious competitor to the car.

� Advice 7, p. 16: The legally significant, especially when it comes to local transport
planning, feature of the pedelec in such a wide variety of electric two-wheelers is:

The pedelec is legally equal to a bicycle. This equality is based on a restriction within
the EU regarding two motor parameters, which are intended to preserve the similarity to
bicycles in road traffic:

1. motor support is only active when pedalling

2. motor assistance stops once you have reached 25 km/h

3. the maximum continuous power of motor assistance is 250 W

� Advice 8, p. 16: There is still a lot of pedelec “junk” on the market and you have
to compare. One of the options to bring such occasions of comparison closer to the citi-
zens are public road shows. They are one of the most efficient means of distribution and
should be supported by the municipality.

� Advice 9, p. 17: When testing, keep an eye on differences between products, which
later may be important for your satisfaction. Use test riding to get to know the variety
of products and differences in quality. Contrary to the expectations of some people, there
are simple points which can be checked as a layman during the testing of a pedelec before
buying. Such a simple checklist was created by ExtraEnergy, is ready to print and ideal
for taking it to a test ride at http://www.gopedelec.eu/finalcustomers available as
well in this document on p. 55.

� Advice 10, p. 17: Read the ExtraEnergy test reports - as well the old ones from
2009, 2010 and 2011! (available in German only).

� Advice 11, p. 18: An important point for dissemination is: where can you try out
products?

� Advice 12, p. 19: First of all, bicycle retailers must know the fact that this product
exists and that it offers a great business opportunity. This is where you can provide
information actively as a city, for example by asking retailers in your city for pedelec
offers for your municipal employees or invite retailers to your environmental events, the
“Day of the Sun” and so on. For bigger cities you can use pedelecs as an event-internal
transportation device (bigger fair grounds, cultural events etc.) and also prefer local
retailers.
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� Advice 13, p. 19: Try a road show in your city! This is the most efficient way
to inform citizens about pedelecs. Moreover, you may notice which of your bike shops
are already committed to offering pedelecs and you might get to know valuable local
partners for further activities. If an externally organized road show is too expensive, try
to make your own first steps with local retailers. Also have a look at one of the many
ExtraEnergy roadshows (calendar at http://testitshow.org/de/Termine) to be able
to compare amateur with professional road shows.

� Advice 14, p. 21: In contrast to the purchase of a pedelec as such, as a municipal
decision maker you should wait when it comes to charging stations and other infrastructure.

� Advice 15, p. 21: You don’t necessarily have to buy a pedelec, since there already
are leasing models (examples: Raiffeisen Leasing (AT), Leaserad (DE)). This also has a
positive effect on the critical topic of batteries because the renter carries the according
responsibility.

� Advice 16, p. 22:
The more you as a municipality send requests to your bicycle retailers and let them know
that you are interested in pedelecs and the more you inform the citizens about the topic,
the more retailers are going to deal with the topic and visit related trainings which go
beyond the scope of product trainings from the manufacturer. A higher level of retailer
knowledge and increased product offerings will definitely be beneficial in your city. Brand
independent trainings were offered within the scope of Go Pedelec! 2012 and shall also be
offered after the end of the project. Another training which is gradually being developed
in Austria is the current one-day training “Fit for E-Bike” from the private Austrian
educational institution WIFI. This training is also recommended by the Austrian Federal
Ministry of Life. Please inform your retailers about those two training opportunities so
that they are not only dependent on manufacturer trainings.

� Advice 17, p. 24: It is important for municipal decision makers to know that ped-
elecs to be used in rental systems have special requirements in terms of robustness, ease
of operation, the possibility of specific branding (advertising space), easy adjustment of
saddle and handlebar height and high security against vandalism etc. For more informa-
tion about pedelecs used in rental systems, see advice 42, p. 45.

� Advice 18, p. 24: Stay with the topic of “electric cargo bikes” as a municipality by
actively monitoring the availability of according information and passing it on especially
to the small business in your city. (Electrical) cargo bikes and LEVs have the potential
to replace a substantial potential of the urban combustion engine traffic. Keep track of
available results from the EU project “Cyclelogistics”, which deals with conventional (non-
electrical) cargo bikes and runs until 2014. Moreover, you may increasingly find testing
reports on cargo pedelecs in the ExtraEnergy test reports.

� Advice 19, p. 27: Whether it is about your private pedelec or about pedelecs for
public rental systems - always ask for models having a BATSO certified battery.

� Advice 20, p. 29: An excellent document (available also in German!) was created dur-
ing the EU project Presto!, regarding the legal situation of pedelecs and related products
in the area of bicycles. It deals with the legal position of the pedelec within the group
of two-wheeled and (electrically) motorized vehicles, and also includes information on the
topic of “battery transportation and legislation”.
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� Advice 21, p. 29: In the discussion of environmental zones and speed limits the
following is very interesting: If the maximum speed for pedelecs where electromotive
support is provided, would be raised to 30 km/h (approach from the bottom), while the
general maximum speed limit for traffic would be limited to 30 km/h (approach from
the top), pedelecs could very well be integrated into the existing car traffic. This would
end the discussion of separating bicycle-/pedelec riders and car drivers (including space
problems) for the most part. Also see p. 45 and the part about bicycle highways, regarding
higher speed.

� Advice 22, p. 30: Very good deliberations on the pedelec market can be found in the
document Roetynck 2010, which was created as part of the project Presto!. Note, that a
separate market report will be created by the Go Pedelec! project.

� Advice 23, p. 31: For all your activities and events please make sure to send
the message (and also check yourself) that only quality products are eligible. Quality is
primarily checked by test riding and by consulting test reports (if available for the pedelec
in question).

� Advice 24, p. 33: The test in Austria from the EU project Active Access confirmed
the thesis, that pedelecs are ideal for shopping trips in urban areas and to replace cars.

� Advice 25, p. 35:

1. Many project examples, where pedelecs were used for different user groups, can be
found in the Go Pedelec! poster collection (see advice 50, p. 50) from Dr. Walter Vogt.

2. A very good overview of target groups can also be found in Roetynck 2010.

� Advice 26, p. 35: It is interesting to have learnt that at least in Germany children
gradually decline in their cycling ability. So do not think children automatically learn how
to cycle.

� Advice 27, p. 36: Basically there are few studies done so far on replacement of traffic
by pedelecs. We have found three which all deliver more or less the same results

1. for a large part (50%) mechanical bicycles are substituted

2. about 25% - 50% trips would otherwise have been done with cars, wherein the higher
share probably applies to urban areas with their on the average shorter distances

� Advice 28, p. 37: You find ample information on pedelecs and renewable energy at
our website under http://www.gopedelec.eu/pedelecsAndRenewables.

� Advice 29, p. 39: The pedelec is no panacea for traffic planning. If the situation in a
city is bad for bikes in general and the integration of different vehicles into traffic is not
done well, promoting pedelecs alone will not change much. Comprehensive measures are
much more important.
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� Advice 30, p. 39: Improve the conditions for cycling in your city and get informed for
free via online documents or rely on professional consulting:

1. In the EU project Presto! (see p. 55) which was completed in 2011, measures and recom-
mendations for three categories of cities have been developed regarding the development
of the bicycle: “Starter” (beginners), “Climber” (advanced) and “Champions”. Corre-
sponding outstanding bicycle planning documents in form of 25 leaflets (“fact sheets”)
and four “Policy Guides” can be found on the project website.

2. In the EU and the relevant bicycle sector there is a reputable and proven method
to analyze one’s status as a cycling city. This method is named after the identically
named EU-Project from which the method has emerged – the Bypad method. Bypad
consultants are available across the EU who are all appropriately certificated.

� Advice 31, p. 40: The actual problem in hilly/mountainous areas is, according to
Andreas Novak, an Austrian pedelec retailer and tour guide, not the 25 or 45 km/h, but
much more that you can climb up to heights to which you normally would never go up
to on your own. There is “no limit”. Driving downhill in relation to your own mass is
not yet under control by many. Andreas Novak will have to give training in the future
regarding “braking behaviour”, because you can go downhill at up to 60-70 km/h.

� Advice 32, p. 41: The availability of public, specifically for pedelecs installed charging
stations is almost irrelevant for the distribution of pedelecs in urban areas in the non-
tourist sector. The opposite is the case: So far there is no evidence that the sole building
of charging stations has ever promoted the spread of pedelecs in urban areas. In fact,
there are a lot more examples of unused charging stations, which further means a loss of
investments. However, the situation is different when it comes to the setting up of rental
stations, where a – depending on the situation – positive effect of bicycle rental stations
for purely mechanical bikes has been noticed.

� Advice 33, p. 41: Outdoor charging stations can be dangerous. Water can enter the
network device: In the better case a cable will smoulder off, in the worst case a puddle is
set under current or a fire hazard will occur.

� Advice 34, p. 41: Inductive charging does not allow for high currents, meaning it takes
more time until a battery is fully charged. Inductive charging is also less likely to work
if there’s snow (snow between the electrical source and sink). Moreover, if the pedelec
is displaced a few inches out of its ideal charging position, charging will stop. However,
inductive charging may be useful for company fleets, since there loading conditions can
easily be controlled centrally and quality can be monitored.

� Advice 35, p. 42: The most reasonable types of charging stations for pedelecs (actually
for their batteries) are those where charger and battery may be securely locked in a
temperate zone (> 8oC). These stations should also be in places and situations where the
users are not in a hurry and the required charging time can be achieved.

� Advice 36, p. 42:
With this option of locking up your battery, you cannot control what kind of charger /
battery combination is plugged in by the user, if charging is safe or not

� Advice 37, p. 42: If you try new rental systems as an municipal decision maker
internally (e. g. inside your municipal administration) in microfleets – and it’s always
about trying: Don’t buy such pedelecs if possible, but rather rent them (compare the city
of Stuttgart who had contracted the company Leaserad for a project among the employees
of the municipality).
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� Advice 38, p. 42: Don’t try to set up the system by yourself, but co-operate with
those in the city/region who are interested in rental activities and additional business.
These are e.g. bicycle shops, hotels, museums, gas stations, public swimming pools etc.
Establish appropriate partnerships. You may also cooperate with universities or colleges
to accompany a project scientifically.

� Advice 39, p. 43: Include certain minimum requirements on pedelecs in your leasing
and purchase contracts: In the future, this will be covered be the “product has to comply
with the standard EN 15194”, but just in case one may complement this with the require-
ment of the “CE label”, the “Compliance with the European Machinery Directive” and
others.

� Advice 40, p. 43: So far there are no soundly analysed broad experiences with
automated pedelec rental systems within urban areas available (to the difference of rental
systems in touristic areas with systems where pedelecs are dealt with manually). Therefore
wait if you are about to become active regarding automated pedelec rental stations!

� Advice 41, p. 43: Read the findings cited here for bike rental systems from the
project OBIS (there are too many to pack them into a single tip-box) or download the
corresponding handbook (OBIS-handbook)

� Advice 42, p. 45: Observe the new EU project ELMOS. This project produces
guidelines on automatic rental systems and implements pilot projects.

� Advice 43, p. 46: It could even be that pedelecs in specific (per pedelec) are less stolen
than normal bikes. At least there is no current statistical evidence that the contrary would
be the case.

� Advice 44, p. 46: One should not forget, that in the end, from the perspective of the
EU project Go Pedelec!, car trips shall be replaced by the pedelec. The purpose of this
project (and other ones within the according subsidy scheme) is not to create additional
mobility or trips, but to reduce emissions. These priorities will slightly differ from priorities
of those who are responsible for the local tourism industry. The focus with the latter lies
on the increased ability to reach areas which were hard to reach by ordinary bikes because
the areas were too hilly. However, in most cases it seems that there is a common interest
since car trips will be replaced by pedelecs when tourists get to know the product. So in
the best case, pedelecs and bicycles are used in everyday life of people due to the positive
experience made during the holidays.

� Advice 45, p. 47: Regions which are attractive for tourists but are very mountainous
and not accessible for the average bike tourist may now be explored via a pedelec and
according electromotive support.

� Advice 46, p. 47: Read the insights from the Go Pedelec! Workshop from the 10th of
July in 2012 in Austria, Feldbach on p. 40 and p. 47.

� Advice 47, p. 49: A local government / municipality should also have the courage to
do nothing related to investment.
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� Advice 48, p. 49: What can a municipality really do?

Acquiring a pedelec for your city clerks is to raise awareness in your administration and
especially promotes the physical familiarity with this new product which is difficult to
describe in words. An example for this is the “Stuttgart pedelec”, a city internal pilot
in the according German city. However, this measure at the internals of a municipality’s
administration doesn’t really have a broad impact. Broad impact can only occur if people
are either given the opportunity to get to know the pedelec or if pedelec riders are explicitly
given preference in urban traffic. Measures of a municipality could be

1. to host road shows

2. to integrate pedelecs in events, which are held anyway

3. to have celebrities of the city ride on pedelecs

4. to integrate the obligation for pedelec infrastructure and parking lots into the building
regulations

5. to use or promote the free Go Pedelec! poster collection which you can also edit for
free for schools in your city, in your town hall etc. See advice 50, p. 50.

6. to consider the recommendations from the Go Pedelec! handbook according to your
possibilities.

� Advice 49, p. 50: Simply talk about it : In Austria there is a former mayor of a
very small municipality, who was strongly convinced that his municipal administration
shouldn’t provide any funding for renewable energy and energy-efficient construction, since
the strength of a small village’s administration is to be close to the citizen. The citizens
should be informed by the mayor himself about new products and ideas. Support on
behalf of the municipality is not always directly linked to money and cost if the time for
communication is not taken into account.

� Advice 50, p. 50: As part of the Go Pedelec! project, an extensive poster collection on
pedelecs was created by Dr. Walter Vogt and his team from the University of Stuttgart.
The posters can be freely edited. As a municipal decision maker you can use this collection
very well (available in German and English), by providing (and actually recommending!)
them to schools in you municipality or put them up yourself in your city hall foyer or
your municipal event hall. You can individually edit the poster content according to the
situation (pedelec-region, e-mobility region, etc.) The poster-use is for free (download).
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� Advice 51, p. 54: Results from the project Go Pedelec! which are relevant to you:

1. A comprehensive handbook on pedelecs, which is interesting for you in your dual role
as end user and municipal decision maker.

2. A document with information on pedelecs for municipal decision makers (in English
and German)

3. A collection of “best practice examples” (case studies for the integration of pedelecs
into mobility strategies from the six Go Pedelec! partner countries compiled by the Go
Pedelec! project partners)

4. A document on pedelecs and renewable energy

5. A tremendous poster collection on pedelecs (in English and German, freely editable)

6. A report on a survey on pedelecs among local decision makers in six countries. Addi-
tionally, we’ve also carried out the following, however, those were events and thus are
not longer available:

7. Roadshows: Road shows are no longer available as part of the project, however see
advice 13, p. 19, on further information about implementing and booking a road show.

8. Expert trainings: Training sessions were conducted from January 2012 to March 2012.
In some countries such as Germany, the Czech Republic, Austria and Italy these train-
ings are intended to be continued.

9. For those of you who are not only interested on the product at local level, but also at
expert level: a transcription of lectures on expert trainings (currently only in German,
not yet publicly released. Book publication planned.).

10. A brochure that was specifically developed for municipal decision makers in 2011

11. A brochure with tips and tricks for final customers

� Advice 52, p. 54: You find all these sources and more information on our website in
the link section.

2 Introduction

1. You can find fundamental information about the product “pedelec” in chapter 1: This
includes the definition of the pedelec, essential product features and product categories,
as well as a reference of the supergroup LEVs, a few words on batteries and especially on
battery safety, legal aspects, and market trends including notes on differences between
European countries.

2. Chapter 2 discusses some of the potentially important target groups from the local
perspective.

3. Chapter 3 and 4 are closely linked: Chapter 3 discusses various issues about the use of
pedelecs in terms of communal transport, Chapter 4 deals specifically with the topic
of infrastructure and pedelecs and distinguishes between the use in urban areas on the
one hand, and touristic, sparsely populated areas on the other hand.

4. Chapter 5 (“Recommended actions for municipal decision makers”) is suitable as an
introduction if you want to see at a glance what you can and shouldn’t do as a municipal
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decision maker when it comes to pedelecs.

5. Chapter 6 is aimed to make you, to a large extent, autonomous to information and
offers you more valuable sources.

6. The appendix contains a checklist for reviewing a pedelec in a test ride as well as safety-
and miscellaneous tips for road traffic, both taken from one of the ExtraEnergy reviews.

You will also find numerous references along the paper referring to the Go Pedelec! hand-
book which is one of the highlights of the project.

Preliminary note At the beginning of the project in 2009 I’ve basically been a layman
in terms of mobility. My faculties as a physicist and my career are focused on energy-
efficient construction and renewable energy. After three years of experience as the project
coordinator of the EU project Go Pedelec! I may introduce you to all the essentials I have
learned as a newcomer and what I especially want to give on to you as municipal decision
makers and also as an end customer.
In the end these are core messages, tips (green text boxes) and hints prepared for you as
municipal decision makers on how you can obtain further information after this workshop.
My intention is to give you information that you can use at home for your job as a
municipal decision maker.

May I introduce you briefly to the EU project Go Pedelec!.

Go Pedelec! We, ten project partners from six countries, have submitted Go Pedelec!
within the framework of the program Intelligent Energy Europe as a project concept in
2007 and launched it in 2009. The project deals with the spreading of pedelecs as a
substitute for internal combustion engine-powered vehicles in 6 European countries. The
project is co-financed by the EU to about 75%.

At the time of the submission of the concept we thought that it would take an enormous
effort to bring pedelecs to the street, to the population. In fact, since the beginning of
the project we were pretty surprised with the market trend, especially in Germany, the
Netherlands and Austria. These countries have experienced a market boom during the
development of the project. We asked ourselves, how we could reorient ourselves and what
our actual role would be. To put it exaggerated: Why don’t we simply watch this positive
market development and “go home”? Worth mentioning, the aforesaid boom has not yet
occurred in two other partner countries, namely Italy and Hungary, but can absolutely be
expected as well there.

Why this market boom? First, some reasons why to use a pedelec - besides the fun factor,
which is probably the most important, the following are striking examples:

1. You no longer have to worry about cycling to a business meeting in a suit where for
the first 15 minutes of the meeting you might consider yourself rather in a sauna than
at a conference table and people can clearly tell.

2. As an older (or even younger) person you don’t have to worry about troublesome knee
injuries or your no longer undeniable poor physical fitness that prevent you from getting
on the bike once again because you live in an area which is too hilly.

3. You can finally ride a bike carefree again with your partner, children or grand children
who possibly have more or less strength than you do. The pedelec balances power
differences. It allows more people to participate actively in traffic. Also keep in mind
all those who don’t have a driving license.
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4. You can even do the family shopping spree by bicycle, even if you live in a hilly area
or city (cargo pedelecs).

The two basic functions of the pedelec (by Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e.
V.) The following text is taken from a transcript of a presentation by Hannes Neupert,
ExtraEnergy e. V., from one of the Go Pedelec! expert trainings, which have been held
from January to March 2012 in Germany, Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Italy.

The first is the “hill-remover-function”, which means that the mountain loses its scare.
You no longer have to fear the mountain.

That’s especially a problem among male bike groups: Anyone who drops off first on the
mountain if it’s too steep is the loser. One would rather hit the bottle than step down first.

This is really one of the central fears that one has, i.e. the hill-remover function is the
most obvious. And this is one of the features that allow that families go on rides together
again and that clubs can go on rides together with people who have very different fitness
levels. Suddenly you can enjoy leisure time actively together again. This is something
that is not presentable in monetary value. That’s why it is very central, and the same
goes for sports, that people do things with a pedelec that they otherwise simply would not
have been able to do. There have been heated discussions in the newsroom of the bicycle
magazine “Bike”, because a journalist who does most of the test tours has confessed to
his colleagues that he has been using a pedelec for half a year now, because he says he can
complete a tour for which he usually would have taken four days, in only two days – and
he has even more fun like that. He has bought himself a so called “Haibike”, the “eQ”
and had a big come out in the newsroom. I observe the other members of the editorial
staff with interest, to see whether they abandon their fear of contact towards this topic a
little.

We have simply called the second important function the “One’s-Weaker-Self-Conqueror”-
function. There are quite a lot of reasons why we don’t go cycling:

1. “It’s too hot today”

2. “I don’t feel so good today”

3. “Today I have to arrive fit at work”

4. etc.

In the end there is always a reason why most people won’t ride the bike daily.

� Advice 1: Riding the pedelec is always fun. Of course there are situations such as ice or
heavy rain where one has problems to overcome ones weaker self, but generally it lowers the
threshold of using the bicycle in everyday life. This is something that can help us a lot.

The future has a lot more in store, but today’s technology provides us with only these two
functions.

What does “sportive” mean?

� Advice 2: We still have the prejudice that riding a pedelec is unsporty.

Why? Because one has to pedal less than on a normal bike, therefore it’s unsportsmanlike.
I claim that it is unfair to say so, since it’s regular exercise what makes you fit, not the
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smashing mountain bike ride every two weeks but being a couch-potato in between. So
health wise this is considerably more sportive compared to extreme sports in big intervals.
Nevertheless, there are so-called “sports cars”. Every child knows that such a flat, long
car is a sports car.

Fig. 2.1: Sports car.

As you can see: With good marketing over many many years you can even give an ex-
tremely unsportsmanlike product a sporty image. The people, who feel too sporty to ride a
pedelec because that’s not according to their standard, also use this super unsportsmanlike
lazybones washing machine instead of the washing machine for sports guys.

Fig. 2.2: Electric washing machines only for the lazy?

I personally have not yet seen anyone who still uses something like this nowadays. There
are completely different arguments, especially with men (about the lower anxiety of women
to appear unsportsmanlike with a pedelec, see p. 34): “This is not good for my high-
tech textiles, they’ll get ruined.” Everyone has something to say, an argument, why to
choose this advanced environmental friendly, comfortable, smart energy saving method.
It’s probably also more energy efficient, but it is unsportsmanlike. Driving the pedelec is
energy saving too.

Information events for regional and local decision-makers We believe that de-
spite the pedelec boom in more and more European countries there is a demand for
information. Regarding the product pedelec itself, this especially refers to existing differ-
ences in quality between products and product components (especially battery, motor and
motor control). At local and regional level the following are also needed

1. an exchange of experience between practitioners for meaningful integration of this new
means of transport into mobility concepts, to optimally utilize the potential (distin-
guishing tourist and urban areas)
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2. Information for the need of action in part of regional and local decision-makers and
indication of what should rather be refrained (“non-action required”) – especially to
avoid disappointment and lost investments.

Activities of Go Pedelec! with this regard therefore are

1. holding information days for regional and local decision-makers and associates in col-
laboration with local partners, who take care of a appropriate number of participants
in such events

2. creating appropriate information material, especially the current document

Why deal with pedelecs as regional and local decision-makers? At the start
of the project we didn’t really have a concrete idea what the role of the target group of
municipal decision makers is when it comes to pedelecs. The question remains: What is
the role of an municipal decision maker regarding this new product and development?

The most important message is that this new product enriches the traffic scene. It stands
for an immediate boost for your efforts to increase the share of bicycle traffic. By “new”
I mean that we are still in the phase of distribution of the product and that it is indeed
an innovation. Pedelecs today have nothing to do with e-bikes from the eighties with a
lead-acid battery and an on-/off switch. They are high-tech products with a high quality
software, sensitive pedal power sensors and most recent batteries with a high energy density
with the corresponding battery management systems.
You all are familiar with lectures and information on cycling, particularly in urban areas. I
will therefore not repeat why cycling, especially for the local traffic, is reasonable. All those
many benefits of cycling for city traffic that have been sermonized for years or decades
are for example: reduced parking requirements, lower emissions, a on average healthier
population, etc. are well known, but in most European cities – with small exceptions –
not really implemented on a large scale. Why not? The car is still more attractive, no
matter how you put it. As a rule of thumb, biking is still for geeks or the really convinced
ones. For the remaining, it represents a too high risk as a main mode of transportation.

The new product the pedelec changes this:

� Advice 3: For the first time benefits that are popular for bicycles come into reach, since
they can actually be implemented on a broad basis via pedelecs.

In other words: the pedelec has potential for the mass-market and therefore a potential
comparable to the one of the car. Furthermore it can also offer more mobility services
compared to a purely mechanical bicycle (see also comments on LEVs on p. 25)

Pedelecs are on the rise across Europe - earlier in some countries, cities and regions and
with a delay in others. There is an according general trend in developed countries and for
Europe in particular, as mentioned with main differences between single countries.

Smart politics on a national and local level may affect the introduction speed, the sus-
tainability of the market (avoiding market setbacks) and the “modal split” (replacing car
trips).

Here is also your potential for placing actions, namely to support the sustainable introduction
of pedelecs and thus accelerate it, e.g. with appropriate planned pilot projects (see advice 42,
p. 45), partnerships with public transport, involving local actors etc.
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Test ride! The technical definition of the pedelec itself is very dry and was moderately
interesting to me when I first heard it at the beginning of the project. Therefore, the most
important thing when trying to understand a pedelec is to sit on one and ride it yourself.
For car enthusiasts: There are worlds between a simple verbal description of a dream car,
a picture or video and the experience of having tried to ride it yourself.

My appeal to you as an individual, as well as municipal decision makers: Additionally to
all lectures and written information etc. – the most important thing about pedelecs is to
try it, oftentimes only then one can understand and further discuss the topic. So try it!

� Advice 4: During our last workshops we always started the event with a test ride, and
only then started with the lecture part. In case you plan events for pedelecs or generally for
electric mobility: Plan a test ride with the pedelecs before the lectures. Usually you will be
rewarded with a very positive feedback from the participants for this practical and entertain-
ing part.

Participants will have a different attitude towards the topic and your lecture after the test
ride. They could, in the truest sense of word, get warmed up on the subject.

Back to the impact and importance of the pedelec for the municipal transport: Why is
it so important that the product is available on the market now? Because, as already
mentioned, all of the long-known advantages of the bike can be brought to the broad mass
in just a few years.

� Advice 5: The problem: Europeans don’t know yet, roughly spoken, that the pedelec
exists, what it is, and that it can revolutionize their mobility behaviour completely! That it is
what they’ve always needed, which can make their daily journeys a great pleasure.

Anecdote: A prominent politician tried a pedelec on
one of our road shows, however the controller and
respectively the motor was not turned on. However,
he demanded that the control shall remain switched
off. The famous smile after a pedelec test run was
missed in this particular case.

Anyone who has ever sit on a pedelec is al-
most always invariably enthusiastic - this
is the first spontaneous feeling. On the in-
and outside it makes you smile and it is fun,
just like it enthuses us as a young person
when we feel the helping power of a motor. It almost takes mental effort, after the im-
mediate experience of pleasure to switch back to the critical adult awareness and consider
possible risks and disadvantages etc.

� Advice 6: This first moment of enthusiasm among the users is the crucial point of the
new product, the leverage that can really revolutionize the municipal transport. You are
holding a tool in your hands that can be self-perpetuating, because it can enthuse others
and in this regard is a serious competitor to the car.
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A user comment from Pedelec Forum: Title: Back to the bike after 35 years
Hello dear community!

Shortly after leaving school I could, newbie here in the forum, not wait to get my first car. Now, a third of a
century later, I am waiting eagerly for my pre-ordered pedelec. It is a XXX. It will arrive at the end of May
2012. Let’s see. For the purchase it is important to distinguish between reason and occasion:

Reason: I always wanted to have at least a little more exercise. My normal bike, which I saw four years ago
for the last time, is still hardly ever used sitting in the garage. Usually one’s weaker self is stronger. Although
I’m aware of the advantages of a bike. In recreational areas you can get to places that are prohibited for cars.
Driving to the beer garden is nonsense if you take the 0.5-per-thousand limit seriously. Whether it is also
cheaper depends on the intensity of use.

Occasion: Now I’ve bought a new diesel car (for the surcharge to a gasoline car itself you can get an upper
middle class pedelec), pay an even higher road tax, and had to fuel up, for the first time in my life, for 100.-
Euros in April. That’s enough! Second occasion: For professional reasons I had to intensively deal with the
topic of pedelecs, e-bikes and so on. That’s when I suddenly knew that a pedelec might just be what I’m looking
for.

Off to the local bike shop (I generally prefer smaller retailers compared to big stores). However I have found
out that some bicycle shops are purists and individualists, who uphold the “pure doctrine”, meaning: No big
brands, and no pedelecs if possible.
In a neighbouring village I found a medium sized retailer who specialized in pedelecs. I have informed myself
beforehand on the internet, also here in the forum. Thanks to all who have made substantive contributions.
Maybe I can add one or the other.

Therefore one of the core tasks of the EU project was to inform citizens actively and
physically (try it, sit on it) to learn more about the new product. We did this with 15
road shows in 15 European cities and more than 10,000 test riders. This is also one of the
main messages to you today:
Make contributions so that citizens in your city can try pedelecs, in whatever form (see
also advice 13, p. 19).

3 The product pedelec

What is a pedelec? It is about a product that some of you already know very well, because
they own one, tried one, some only know it from paper, the Internet, the newspaper, from
hearsay.

Why the name “pedelec”? To emphasize the essentials: A pedelec is a bicycle with
an electric motor to assist pedalling. As a beginner would spontaneously say: Why the
made-up word “pedelec” and not just the much more familiar “electric bicycle”? Is the
secret about a banality created on purpose?

Reason 1 The term “electric bicycle” comes with a lot of prejudices, many of which are
negative. Go Pedelec! project partner ExtraEnergy wanted to free the users’ minds with
the new term “pedelec” when it was introduced in 1998, to not having to struggle with
old prejudices when trying to make the new product interesting instead of the car.

Reason 2 Industry and trade have, due to the electric mobility hype, improved bat-
teries etc. and brought an abundance of products to the market, which have two wheels
and an electric motor. From pedelecs to scooters and electro scooters, to heavy electric
motorcycles (e.g. Vectrix or Brammo) – it makes sense to legally single out the pedelec
and thereby distinguish it from the others.
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� Advice 7: The legally significant, especially when it comes to local transport planning,
feature of the pedelec in such a wide variety of electric two-wheelers is:

The pedelec is legally equal to a bicycle. This equality is based on a restriction within the EU
regarding two motor parameters, which are intended to preserve the similarity to bicycles in
road traffic:

1. motor support is only active when pedalling

2. motor assistance stops once you have reached 25 km/h

3. the maximum continuous power of motor assistance is 250 W

For further information about legal conditions see p. 28.

3.1 Quality differences and reviews for pedelecs

There are huge noticeable differences between products and one can best
learn about them by trial and error. Everyone has to find the personally
suitable product (see method of “customer wish-fullfilment factor” from Ex-
traEnergy)

� Advice 8: There is still a lot of pedelec “junk” on the market and you have to com-
pare. One of the options to bring such occasions of comparison closer to the citizens are
public road shows. They are one of the most efficient means of distribution and should be
supported by the municipality.

See GP! handbook p. 76: Description of the currently most integral pedelec testing
certificate, the GS label. as well as p. 74: An explanation of the CE label and why its
implementation turns out so difficult when applied to pedelecs.

Some of the differences between pedelecs concern issues that are crucial for evaluating
differences in quality objectively, while others are more a matter of taste or specific target
groups (see e.g. p. 34, showing what specifically women expect from a pedelec, according to
an Austrian study). An example of a feature which comes in different variations depending
on what the customer desires:

Some pedelecs come with a display which is very easy to understand or even no display
at all: You simply sit down and start driving, there is no need of turning it on and no
technical skills are required to operate a pedelec in addition to the knowledge of a classic
bike. These operational concepts are very well suited for rental systems. Other displays
are comparable to a small computer (quote Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e. V.: “mice
cinema”) and offer an immense number of features. This is something for private users,
e.g. techno geeks who want to exploit all of the possible options.
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A user comment from Pedelec Forum: For me it is important that the engine doesn’t reward me if I use
less power. The motor should simply increase my strength. If I’m informed correctly, this is achieved
with a motor with power sensor (in contrast to the motion sensor). . . if this is correct, does this apply
to all bikes with power sensors? This is where the opinions drift apart . . .
At least in theory this sounds feasible. . . however my experience with test bikes is that many of them
push as if there’s no tomorrow. Very unpleasant: with some the motor precedes. You don’t have the
impression that you’re actually driving yourself but the motor is driving the bike, which makes you a
supernumerary. If you pedal harder, this doesn’t mean that more force is put on the ground, but – from
the feeling – that it is a signal for the engine to push the bike more.

The model XYZ has this cadence problem. . . If you want to have more power on the mountain you have
to switch to a pathetically high gear to bring oneself into a more inefficient pedalling position so that
the motor contributes more, which is not really ideal. . .

� Advice 9: When testing, keep an eye on differences between products, which later may
be important for your satisfaction. Use test riding to get to know the variety of products and
differences in quality. Contrary to the expectations of some people, there are simple points
which can be checked as a layman during the testing of a pedelec before buying. Such a simple
checklist was created by ExtraEnergy, is ready to print and ideal for taking it to a test ride at
http://www.gopedelec.eu/finalcustomers available as well in this document on p. 55.

Keys for finding a suitable pedelec For this, especially take a look at the section
pedelec-prototypes and categories, p. 22.

The ExtraEnergy test reviews – a valuable resource! If you want more infor-
mation about the product itself, we absolutely recommend downloading the ExtraEnergy
test reviews (links at http://www.gopedelec.eu/links). What you probably can’t expect
from the title “test report” at first, is that it’s not just about reviews for pedelecs, but the
first part of these reports provides general inputs as found in our Go Pedelec! handbook.
Previous articles dealt with topics such as helmet law, battery safety, overview of legal
types of two-wheeled electric vehicles in Germany, etc.

� Advice 10: Read the ExtraEnergy test reports - as well the old ones from 2009, 2010
and 2011! (available in German only).

See GP! handbook p. 42: After all – who really tests the quality of pedelecs except for the
manufacturers and how are these tests done? Find an according passage on how the non-
profit consumer association ExtraEnergy e. V. tests pedelecs since about 20 years looking
into the guts of each tested product exposing them to tricky test cases. Description of
how the “degree of customer satisfaction” by each product is assessed. A more detailed
description of the pedelec testing procedure is included in earlier ExtraEnergy test reports.
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Online sources

Fig. 3.1.a: selecting the
price.

Fig. 3.1.b: selecting the
range.

Fig. 3.1.c: illustration of
results.

Fig. 3.1: “E-Bike Finder” app (in German) for preselecting pedelecs online (http://www.
e-bike-finder.de)
In Switzerland, there is a database as well which can be found at http://www.newride.ch/
as well as in Germany at http://www.e-radkaufen.de/datenbank1.html?&no_cache=1.

� Advice 11: An important point for dissemination is: where can you try out products?

Even in booming countries such as Germany and Austria, the question still arises, where
one has the opportunity to try a pedelec, once one has a specific product in mind. This
situation is even more true, since nowadays there are thousands of models which of course
can’t all be kept in stock. Nevertheless it’s important that many products get to the bike
shops so that they can be tried out.

A user comment from Pedelec Forum:
Hi everyone!

We are from Kleve (Lower Rhine) and have made some peculiar experiences. We are strongly confident

about buying two pedelecs. Unfortunately, this plan fails due to various retailers here in the region. (We

have two models in mind). A test ride is only possible within sight and only when the weather is good.

On weekends only until 12:00 o’clock. It’s not possible to test a bike properly within sight distance. We

question ourselves: How does the bike feel when riding on a mountain, which drive system is suitable

for us, which of the two manufacturers comforts us more after 3 hours of driving etc. . . .

On the other hand, a positive experience:

A user comment from Pedelec Forum: So I bought my Pedelcs at one of the largest ZEG distributors

in the area of Frankfurt. Test rides of more than 1 hour and off road too, where no problem at all. At

a charge, only if not purchasing one though, I was offered a rental bike for the weekend.

The project NewRide (see p. 51) established a country-wide network in Switzerland among
retailers, who participated in a voucher system. Visitors (end customers) at road shows
received vouchers for pedelec test rides. The vouchers can be redeemed at any member of
the nationwide network for a free test ride.

Again, as a municipal decision maker you may have some impact to some extent:
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� Advice 12: First of all, bicycle retailers must know the fact that this product exists and
that it offers a great business opportunity. This is where you can provide information actively
as a city, for example by asking retailers in your city for pedelec offers for your municipal
employees or invite retailers to your environmental events, the “Day of the Sun” and so on.
For bigger cities you can use pedelecs as an event-internal transportation device (bigger fair
grounds, cultural events etc.) and also prefer local retailers.

Prices of pedelecs As of prices: not everything that is cheap is bad and not everything
that is expensive is good. Best value for money is obtained, according to ExtraEnergy in
Germany, within a range of 1700 – 2400 Euros. The price, however, is only one of many
criteria!

See GP! handbook p. 46: How to find the pedelec which suits you to best. You invest
quite some money into a pedelec - usually between 1500 and 2000 Euros for a good
product. However, there are many different products on the market with quite different
characteristics. It is worth to spend some effort on choosing the pedelec with which
you’ll stay for the next 5 to 10 years or even longer. A related passage in the handbook
is on seven pedelec price categories (bandwidths) of pedelecs available on the market.
This includes information on the product quality you may expect within each category
ant thereby makes it easier for you to find your way among several thousand products
currently existing on the market.

2012 a Go Pedelec! roadshow
with a Go Pedelec! workshop
in Leoben/Styria was held in
Austria. A report including
many photos can be found at
http://www.gopedelec.at/

leoben.

Small road shows can certainly be organized oneself,
however if you want a higher class version you should
book an ExtraEnergy road show Road shows are the
most effective method to reach the main goal of getting peo-
ple to stop using internal combustion engines. There are
many references to this (Switzerland, Finanzielle Anreize für
effiziente Fahrzeuge. Eine Wirkungsanalyse der Projekte VEL2 (Tessin) und NewRide in
Basel und Zürich. Schlussbericht as well as in Austria a statement of the pedelec manu-
facturer KTM and experiences from Go Pedelec! itself). A road show can be organized
quite well as a city or as a part of a residential area by inviting pedelec retailers and asking
them to provide their pedelecs for the event. Retailers will of course only visit on a regular
basis if they can expect a high number of attendants. A high class variation of the road
show, which is characterized by several quality attributes such as a representative range
of different pedelecs, a competent local support, a professional test track (with a ramp)
can be booked at ExtraEnergy. You will have to expect costs of roughly 5000-6000 Euros
for a three-day event.

� Advice 13: Try a road show in your city! This is the most efficient way to inform citizens
about pedelecs. Moreover, you may notice which of your bike shops are already committed
to offering pedelecs and you might get to know valuable local partners for further activi-
ties. If an externally organized road show is too expensive, try to make your own first steps
with local retailers. Also have a look at one of the many ExtraEnergy roadshows (calendar
at http://testitshow.org/de/Termine) to be able to compare amateur with professional
road shows.

In several places in the Netherlands special senior courses are offered since 2012. (http://
www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en&section=nieuws&mode=newsArticle&repository=
Seniors+practice+riding+the+electric+bike).
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Course content includes information about the pedelec, relevant traffic rules and driving
training such as getting on, emergency braking, turning left, etc. Furthermore, various
pedelec models can be tested. Coaches help seniors to overcome their fear of the potential
use of a pedelec.

First of all a pedelec has to be a good bike. A bad bike is never going to be a
good pedelec. Your bicycle retailer should be familiar with quality criteria for bikes (e.g.
manufacturing of welds, which materials were used, execution of the bolts, how smoothly
the bike runs, is the wheel size adapted to the rider, etc.). Another interesting lesson
learned from the expert training was that the German market requires the coaster brake
function. Only front and a few centre motors can offer this.

Technical inadequacies occur occasionally You will also find information in the
future about problems that can occur with pedelecs. Examples are:

1. unsafe batteries (!, also see p. 26)

2. insufficiently constructed brakes (see e.g. http://m.spiegel.de/auto/aktuell/a-777159.
html)

3. poor frame structures and control systems (software) that result in a malfunction of
the engine, etc.

4. battery control displays, which alternate quickly and indicate a full battery at one mo-
ment and an empty one at the other, thus are apparently solely based on a measurement
of the battery voltage

A user comment from Pedelec Forum: Hi, I own a XXX E-Bike with a 10 Ah battery. After a one
kilometre ride the electricity shuts down and nothing works anymore. I have replaced the battery, but
it happened again.

The charger shows full power after a 10 minute recharge. So it can’t be the battery. Does anyone have

similar problems? Can it be the motor (YYY) or the controller? I would like to contact a repair shop

but there are hardly any service stations for the XXX. Looks like I have to repair it myself, but where

do I start?

5. Pedelecs which result to be permitted only to be ridden by an 80 kg person in situations
of a high payload (e.g. shopping plus child), since they only support a gross load weight
of slightly above 100 kg. This body weight is exceeded by many riders.

Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e. V., is aware of these circumstances. He describes them as
teething troubles, which occur with any product innovation – not only pedelecs – during
the launch phase. This is the main reason why ExtraEnergy has been doing product
testing for years now: to accelerate the disappearance of this childhood disease.
Some of these points are less relevant when it comes to safety, but some are highly critical,
especially the battery-safety, braking performance or the stability of the framework.

The pedelec as a product and regarding its integration into the modern
“techno park” is only at the beginning and not the end of its possibilities Con-
trary to what one would suspect, the exiting part in terms of technological development of
the pedelec is still ahead of us. This will be made possible with e.g. the standardization
of electronic interfaces between pedelec components and the development of new software.
The EnergyBus organization is working on the standardization of interfaces and software
will be developed on the free market.
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Fig. 3.2: Source: Neupert 2012.

After achieving the standardization the creative development of new components will
flourish such as e.g. linking functions with collected biometric data of the rider, so that
you can always drive in the for your body ideal gear transmission ratio (also see the
reference to the article in the GP! handbook on p. 38), an individualized, self-learning
motor control, etc.
There are innovative ideas for a new integration of the electric motor to the point of a fully
electronic bike, which doesn’t even have a chain for the transmission of the pedalling of the
rider, but converts the pedal power to 100% into electric power and is only transmitted
via a power cable to the wheels. There are constantly new products entering the market
and more and more of the big brands are starting to jump onto the bandwagon.

Provided that you want to use it, you should buy a pedelec rather than wait
for the technological maturation (see washing machines). Yes, the technology
is rapidly changing, however if you want to use a pedelec you should buy it now despite
the extremely rapid innovation rate and not wait until it is technologically at its peak.
Compare the buying decision regarding a mass product such as a washing machine, which
in some areas continue to develop in technology, or the classic, a computer, which is
outdated just a few weeks after its purchase. Nevertheless it makes sense, to use your
washing machine or computer already today.

� Advice 14: In contrast to the purchase of a pedelec as such, as a municipal decision
maker you should wait when it comes to charging stations and other infrastructure.

You don’t have to buy pedelecs – there are leasing models

� Advice 15: You don’t necessarily have to buy a pedelec, since there already are leasing
models (examples: Raiffeisen Leasing (AT), Leaserad (DE)). This also has a positive effect on
the critical topic of batteries because the renter carries the according responsibility.

Most retailers require ongoing training; knowledge on the electrical field of
pedelecs is often rather poor. An insight that was already known before the Go
Pedelec! Project, but was especially confirmed at the expert trainings, which were held in
March, is the following: There is no question that retailers need regular training regarding
the relatively new product, the “pedelec”. On the one hand they receive such training by
pedelec manufacturers (suppliers), on the other hand it is difficult for retailers to stay up
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to date, especially if numerous brands are offered – trainings are simply an expenditure of
time for the retailer, moreover there are ongoing changes in product details.

Thanks to the electrical components (motor, control system, battery) completely new
technical challenges arise for professionals, who originally are bicycle mechanics and who,
apart of the conventional lighting system on the bike, don’t have a lot to do with electronics
and electrical engineering. However, this situation is a period of transition which is closely
connected to the phase of the product launch and will continue to improve gradually.

� Advice 16:
The more you as a municipality send requests to your bicycle retailers and let them know that
you are interested in pedelecs and the more you inform the citizens about the topic, the more
retailers are going to deal with the topic and visit related trainings which go beyond the scope
of product trainings from the manufacturer. A higher level of retailer knowledge and increased
product offerings will definitely be beneficial in your city. Brand independent trainings were
offered within the scope of Go Pedelec! 2012 and shall also be offered after the end of the
project. Another training which is gradually being developed in Austria is the current one-day
training “Fit for E-Bike” from the private Austrian educational institution WIFI. This training
is also recommended by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Life. Please inform your retailers
about those two training opportunities so that they are not only dependent on manufacturer
trainings.

3.2 Pedelec types (product groups)

www. wikipedia. org only distinguishes between two main groups of bicycles.

1. Everyday bikes (touring bike or city- or town bike) and

2. bicycles which are primarily build for professional cycling.

Important for both, the private as well as the municipal use is of course, that the pedelec
is suitable for the particular use and user in the first place (physical characteristics). On
paper this may not seem too important, you might say: “Simply a bike with an electric
motor, what is there to specify anyway?”
Anyhow, it is obvious to you this position may not be maintained if you’re a cyclist
yourself: Even a purely mechanical bike requires an adaptation to the intended use and,
of course, to the user. It is not even about the electric engine and its complex interactions
with the pedalling of the rider. Examples of such first fundamental questions are:

1. Should the bike be particularly light, as it will often be carried over stairs or loaded
onto public transport?

2. Does it have to be especially robust, since heavy loads will be carried or it will be heavily
used in general?

3. Should the bike be cross country appropriate?

4. Is it important to get onto the bike easily? (→ bike type “low boarders”)

Cited from FACTUM Chaloupka & Risser OHG 2011: Regarding this topic (Energiein-
stitut Vorarlberg 2010) the Energy Institute Vorarlberg has come up with a very helpful
decision support. They divide all possible scopes of applications into four groups and give
a brief explanation about each.
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City-bike: You particularly take short trips of less than 5km with many stops and turns
and are usually driving at a moderate road speed level (18-20 km/h). Fast loading and
getting off/on easily is of priority.

1. Country-bike: You often cover longer distances up to 15 km, but are usually travelling
on plane or only slightly hilly areas. You can reach relatively high speeds up to 25
km/h. Resistance for all kinds of weather is important to you. Additional and heavy
loads are rarely transported.

2. Tour-bike: Most of the times you cover distances over 15 km and every now and then
also of more than 30 km. A daily coverage of more than 50 km should be reached.
All-weather capability and suitability for mountain routes are additional requirements.
Your target speed is between 22-23 km/h. The compatibility with popular panniers
and trailer systems is important for you.

3. Mountain-bike: You require a very good mountain efficiency and would like to get
strong support for steep inclines, electric brakes and a re-feed battery (=recuperation)
during descents. Your target speed is in the range of 16-25 km/h.

If you consider points like these before the purchase of an electric bike, you will improve
your chances of buying a suitable bike and save yourself a lot of frustration, and make you
use it more often.

Finally, ergonomics is a crucial point if you feel comfortable on your electric bike or not. Is
the height of the saddle appropriate for the body size, is the texture and composition ideal
and is the seating position (leaning forward or upright) suitable for each type of person.
It continues with user-specific need such as: What kind of gears, brakes, handlebars and
knobs, saddle, chain guard, and lights and needs regarding measurable characteristics
such as user height (and the appropriate specifications of the wheelbase). Additionally,
the electromotive criteria have to be considered to these classic criteria.

See GP! handbook p. 37: Ample information on pedelec product categories showing the
importance of the most frequent customer wishes for each category via radar charts.

ExtraEnergy e.V. has first started to deal with the topic of customer needs a few years
ago (for the Go Pedelec! there was a spontaneous idea to set up a suitable online database
application. This could unfortunately not be implemented in this project.) Conventional
databases (see p. 18) still have the disadvantage that although various models can be
filtered from numerous pedelecs, but in the end it is hard to find anything in the mass of
data, which meet customers’ needs. The pedelec categories, which have been defined by
ExtraEnergy from the analysis of customer requirements, are the following (more require-
ments per category can be seen as spider charts in the Go Pedelec! handbook): Urban:
Easy, business, folding, Convenience: city, classic, rehabilitation, Recreation: tour, sports,
wellness Transportation: families, loads (also see point below).

The ensemble of customer wishes which are of different importance within each pedelec
category, according to the ExtraEnergy, are:
1. high reliability
2. low maintenance requirements
3. high support
4. high peak support
5. low cost, good first impression
6. long range
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7. simple to use
8. high capability of climbing mountains
9. little noise
10. high similarity to the bike
11. easily transportable
12. good running properties

� Advice 17: It is important for municipal decision makers to know that pedelecs to be
used in rental systems have special requirements in terms of robustness, ease of operation,
the possibility of specific branding (advertising space), easy adjustment of saddle and han-
dlebar height and high security against vandalism etc. For more information about pedelecs
used in rental systems, see advice 42, p. 45.

The special subject of “cargo pedelecs” Municipal decision makers should espe-
cially pay a lot of attention to (electrical) cargo bikes, since we can expect a lot of new
products and project initiatives in the future and a lot of traffic from internal combustion
engines can be replaced directly in the urban area (delivery service, etc.) In Graz for
example, there already is a mail delivery service from UPS with electric cargo bikes.

See GP! handbook p. 41: Description of “family” and cargo pedelecs.

Here and there some innovative companies start to concentrate on the subject of electrical
cargo bicycles. We have, for example, met two students at a Go Pedelec! expert training
who wanted to start something entrepreneurial in this field. Cargo pedelecs are very
powerful, so that even steeper distances can be easily overcome with a lot of luggage.
But beware: Cargo pedelecs are not always also suitable for steep slopes (example of an
Italian manufacturer available) and this doesn’t only concern the power system but also
the construction of the brakes. In addition to the three wheeled cargo bikes there are also
some with two wheels.

� Advice 18: Stay with the topic of “electric cargo bikes” as a municipality by actively
monitoring the availability of according information and passing it on especially to the small
business in your city. (Electrical) cargo bikes and LEVs have the potential to replace a sub-
stantial potential of the urban combustion engine traffic. Keep track of available results from
the EU project “Cyclelogistics”, which deals with conventional (non-electrical) cargo bikes and
runs until 2014. Moreover, you may increasingly find testing reports on cargo pedelecs in the
ExtraEnergy test reports.
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Fig. 3.3: Cargo bike, “Nihola”,
(on the Photograph without ped-
elec function). Photograph: Ni-
hola.

Fig. 3.4: Source: ExtraEnergy
e. V. 2012.

http://cyclelogistics.eu/ From the project website: Running from May 2011 until
April 2014 and spanning 12 countries, the EU-funded project CycleLogistics aims to reduce
energy used in urban freight transport by replacing unnecessary motorised vehicles with
cargo bikes for intra-urban delivery and goods transport in Europe.

1. Testing and reporting on various cargo bike transport products (cargo bikes, trailers,
electric motors and bags & baskets), and therefore promoting their uptake by providing
potential consumers – private, business and government – across Europe with access to
valuable information.

2. Communicating topic and potential to the transport sector in order to shift more goods
transport from cars to cargo bikes. Existing cycle couriers will also be encouraged to
transport heavier loads by utilising electric assist.

3. Motivating municipalities to create a favorable regulatory framework and policies for
cycle logistics, to analyze the internal potential to employ cargo bikes for municipal
services, and to encourage business services to take advantage of cycle logistics.

4. Encouraging private individuals to use cargo bikes, trailers and baskets to transport
shopping and leisure time equipment, while at the same time ensuring that retailers
provide customers with incentives and necessary infrastructure.

3.3 The major group of
”
Light Electric Vehicles“ (LEVs)

It is important to keep in mind that pedelecs are currently seen from the perspective of
bicycles and bicycle traffic. What’s even more important for municipalities in medium- and
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long term is the much more extensive vehicle group of LEVs (Fig. 3.5). Especially when
it comes to planning infrastructure projects such as the construction of bicycle highways,
you have to keep in mind that this vehicle group will keep getting more important in the
future. In this aspect cars and bicycles will be separated less and less in the future. Further
information about this vehicle group can be found e.g. at annual LEV conferences.

The following text is taken from a transcript of a presentation by Hannes Neupert, Ex-
traEnergy e. V., in one of the Go Pedelec! trainings for experts, which have been held
from January to March 2012 in Germany, Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Italy.

One of the central topics, which is also very important to me, is that you realize that the
pedelec, the E-Bike, is only a very small part of all the light electric vehicles out there
which have many technical similarities and therefore similar components.
There are four basic groups:

1. muscle electric hybrids

2. pure light electric vehicles

3. electric sports- and recreational vehicles and

4. electrically assisted equipment.

Fig. 3.5: LEVs and the four subcategories. Source: Neupert 2012.

3.4 Battery

The battery issue is still in many aspects a sensitive and unsolved topic:
costs, safety and recycling Depending on the size and the price for a pedelec, the
battery makes up for about 1/4-1/3 of the total pedelec price. With normal use and current
technology, the battery life is about three years. Respectively, guarantees are often given
in the number of full cycles (e.g. 1000 full cycles). To continuously replace this part for a
lot of money is annoying and a clear barrier. There are alternative options and existing
offers, to rent or lease the battery instead of buying one. These offers must become a
standard, eventually with a law which prohibits selling batteries. ExtraEnergy has been
demanding this for some time now.
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See GP! handbook p. 18: Battery safety and battery fires. Lithium batteries definitely
have a risk to catch fire or to explode. Read the according backgrounds and what is done
meanwhile (BATSO organisation) implementing industrial standards which increase the
safety of batteries. sowie S. 30: Hints on safe usage of batteries prepared for manufacturers,
retailers and for end users.

At the moment there is no material recycling – the batteries are rather incinerated. Tech-
nically recycling would be possible nowadays. There are plants located in France and
Belgium but it is economically not attractive. There has to be something done on the
legislative level as soon as possible.

See GP! handbook p. 26: Why it would make sense to ban the sales of batteries. A
company offering already today pedelecs without batteries (the battery may be rented
separately). Why lithium from batteries and other substances are currently not recycled
although according recycling plants already exist. The potential “second life” of a used
battery which does not provide any more enough capacity for the usage in a pedelec.

I was surprised, that the issue of security in use is still not solved satisfactorily yet.
Otherwise the BatsoBATSO organisation wouldn’t exist, as well as the battery tests which
are performed by testing institutes. Batteries keep burning off and thank god there have
not been any greater physical injuries caused by batteries in care of customers or retailers.
Even well-known brands (manufacturers of pedelecs) are no guarantee that the battery
has been constructed for a safe use.

Fig. 3.6: After a battery combustion in a
single-family home in Zug in Switzerland.
Source: Neupert 2012

Fig. 3.7: After a battery combustion in a
single-family home in Zug in Switzerland.
Source: Neupert 2012.

� Advice 19: Whether it is about your private pedelec or about pedelecs for public rental
systems - always ask for models having a BATSO certified battery.

Don’t trust any battery manufacturer – look at what the warranty states It’s
not essential for end customers to know which specific chemicals are in a battery and
therefore the corresponding advertisements, “the new xx-chemistry can do this and that”,
should be irrelevant. The decisive factor is which conditions of written battery warranty
the manufacturer offers – that’s the only thing that counts. Don’t trust any announcements
and not binding advertisement glorifications from battery manufacturers.
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A user comment from Pedelec Forum: Titel: Battery warranty or not? I have bought batteries
from a retailer, who also advertises here, roughly two years ago. Among other things, two reasons why I bought
were the guarantee and the warranty. Quote: “Additionally to the legal warranty we offer a guarantee of 6
months for the battery.”
Now one of the two batteries I bought is broken. Extreme voltage drop on inclines. However, both batteries are
shown fully loaded on my Watts Up (meter) with 41.85 V. Anyhow; the performance for one of the batteries
drops to zero at every small hill. While the one battery indicates 39V on inclines on my daily way to work, the
other only shows 32V. I have written a complaint about these issues. The retailer’s answer: “This guarantee
does not adapt to the legal guarantee, but within the first six months of the warranty period there is a guarantee
which exceeds the benefits of the statutory warranty.” Am I mistaken if I think that the retailer wants to evade
responsibility here? The warranty is 24 months + a 6 month guarantee. Since the batteries are 28 months old,
there should be 2 months guarantee left, right? Best regards, Harald
I’m on udogigahertz’s side: the formulation may be relatively straightforward for experienced buyers or those
that constantly have to deal with such warranties. This may not apply to ordinary people. A warranty or service
might be suggested to the common buyer, which may not even be offered in the claimed form. The way I see it:
if you want to do it the hard way (lawsuit), you will have to expect to lose as a buyer. However, there might be
a consumer protection or a competitor who might consider launching something - backed up by the competition
law - against the supplier using obscure formulations about guarantee periods. Whether such a dissuasion is of
use is another matter. The seller may read this here and can bring himself to goodwill and/or re-formulate his
warranty conditions once again.

3.5 Legal matters

Also see the relevant points from the Go Pedelec! handbook, listed on p. 49.

EU standards for the pedelec The defining features of a pedelec, as listed in the box
of advice 7, p. 16, are defined in the so called EPAC-Norms (EN 15194). This standard
defines what a pedelec is and what is therefore included within this standard. The pedelec
is also defined in the EU Directive 2002/24/EG for the type-approval of two or three-wheel
vehicles. This is where it is explicitly excluded from the validity of the directive. This
specifies that the type approval for a pedelec is not mandatory.

See GP! handbook p. 72: Overview on current EU standards relevant to pedelecs.

So with the pedelec you have to pedal and the engine support stops at 25 km / h. Simply
accelerating with a throttle is not possible, with exception of the “initial aid” to a max
of 6 km /h. It’s interesting, that according to the definition a pedelec, it doesn’t always
have to have two wheels. This is especially true for products in the area of rehabilitation
and cargo pedelecs.

At EU level the bicycle traders organization ETRA (headquarters in Brussels) is trying
to get products, which allow a motor support of up to 500 W to be accepted as bicycles
through lobbying. The reason for that is that the current power limit of 250 W for pedelecs
in hilly areas, for overweight riders, three-wheelers for cargo pedelecs, etc. is insufficient.
An increase of the permitted motor power shall increase safety and convenience. The
demand for a higher motor performance correlates with the demands from ExtraEnergy
for the legislative policy (also see the reference to the corresponding parts of the Go
Pedelec! handbook on p. 49).
Pedelecs 25 are classified as bicycles in the EU and are called “EPACs” in the legal
texts. Furthermore they are “machinery” and are affected by several policies such as the
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC, the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC and for chargers the
Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC. pedelecs have to be classified as bicycles in the EU
and are therefore excluded from the type approval (2002/24/EC). Pedelecs are affected by
the EN 15194, which should be made available in the respective local language. For more
information see the Go Pedelec! handbook p. 74 f. and 76 for the “GS-label”.
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� Advice 20: An excellent document (available also in German!) was created during the
EU project Presto!, regarding the legal situation of pedelecs and related products in the area
of bicycles. It deals with the legal position of the pedelec within the group of two-wheeled
and (electrically) motorized vehicles, and also includes information on the topic of “battery
transportation and legislation”.

Besides “pedelec” according to the EPAC, there are more product varieties (namely e.g.
in Germany: “pedelec 45”, “E-Bike 20” and “E-bike 45”), which (can) be pedalled in
some speed ranges. However, they differ from the pedelec definition, since they offer a sole
electric assistance in some speed ranges. Therefore these products are affected by other
legal frameworks and are legally not fully equal to bicycles. The details of these legal
differences of those products will not be discussed at this point.

Austria is different: Although Austria is part of the EU, it violates – according to experts
such as Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e. V. – the EU legislation. In Austria, a maximum
continuous power of the electric motor of 600 W is permitted instead of 250 W. There are also
types which are equipped with a “gas throttle”, which allows to activate the electric motor
without pedalling. The Czech Republic is another state, where the national legislation differs
from the EU specifications.

Extract from the Austrian Motor Vehicles Act, as amended on 18 July 2012 (Austria, 2012):

2(2a) According to the StVO 1960, electrically powered bicycles are considered as
bicycles, not motor vehicles

1. a maximum permissible power of 600 Watt, and

2. a construction type speed of not more than 25 km/h.

In practice: Many want a pedelec with an electromotive support beyond 25
km/h Many of the riders who regularly use a pedelec, e.g. for going to work, after
an adjustment period desire an electromotive support of more than 25 km/h. There are
discussions on EU level for according extensions, without losing the status of a “bicycle”.
The topic will remain discussed for some time.
Interesting in this context is the observation made by Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e.
V., Germany, that engine power and speed can always be distinguished very clearly in
this discussion. Increased power would be highly desirable, for example in terms of safety.
You wouldn’t start to lose balance just because the engine supports you less. It’s not the
engine power that’s dangerous, but much more the speed and acceleration (see comments
on risk potential of acceleration on p. 40 and indirect risk potential when it comes to
“driving downhill” on p. 40).

� Advice 21: In the discussion of environmental zones and speed limits the following is
very interesting: If the maximum speed for pedelecs where electromotive support is provided,
would be raised to 30 km/h (approach from the bottom), while the general maximum speed
limit for traffic would be limited to 30 km/h (approach from the top), pedelecs could very
well be integrated into the existing car traffic. This would end the discussion of separating
bicycle-/pedelec riders and car drivers (including space problems) for the most part. Also see
p. 45 and the part about bicycle highways, regarding higher speed.

Pedelec riders would no longer be obliged to keep as far right as possible, since cars
wouldn’t be allowed to pass anyways, since the maximum speed limit would be exceeded.
This measure does not require technical developments, but the cooperation between lo-
cal/national legislation (an area-wide 30 km/h zone) and the EU legislation (maximum
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speed limit for electromotive support for pedelecs) to make cycling more attractive na-
tionwide. Moreover, it is known that there are fewer accidents, the closer the speeds of
individual road users are.

Mandatory helmet-use can strongly restrain the market development of the
pedelec The legal situation e.g. for the maximum permissible speed is discussed reg-
ularly at national and EU level (the distinction between pedelec, S-pedelec etc. can be
tedious) including mandatory helmet-use. The helmet law is regulated nationally and for
example in Germany discussed extensively at the moment (2012). Just recently there was
an article in the German magazine “Der Spiegel”1. If a general mandatory helmet-use
can be expected, this can substantially reduce the attractiveness of the pedelec as well as
driving the bike in the particular country. There are many different opinions what causes
a mandatory helmet-use has in the bike-traffic regarding traffic safety and what other
factors are of significance.

Battery There are some related international regulations about batteries, which for the
most part affect persons who deal with pedelecs on a professional level – so primarily
bicycle retailers. It is therefore not discussed in detail here. Further information can be
found in the corresponding fact sheet of the Presto!-project.

3.6 (Market) trends

The pedelec cannibalizes the new sales market of purely mechanical bicycles
Already now, in some bike shops the sales numbers of pedelecs surpass the ones of the
purely mechanical bikes. Purely mechanical bikes will be something for enthusiasts in the
long run.

See GP! handbook p. 14: Information on the pedelec market development regarding 2011,
average prices for bicycles and pedelecs, projections on sales growth.

The purely mechanical bicycle, regarding the new sales, is gradually replaced by the ped-
elec. When I first heard this thesis at the beginning of the Go Pedelec! project in 2009
from Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e.V., I was rather sceptical. Meanwhile I have to
admit that apparently he was right.
Sale figures from official statistics tend to rather underrate than overrate the sale numbers,
since some distribution channels are not (fully) included, e.g. sales through supermarkets
or online trading.

� Advice 22: Very good deliberations on the pedelec market can be found in the document
Roetynck 2010, which was created as part of the project Presto!. Note, that a separate market
report will be created by the Go Pedelec! project.

A sketch of international differences: the Netherlands, Germany and Austria:
Pioneer. Italy, Hungary: waking up An interesting insight from the EU-character
of the project are the big differences in the EU when it comes to pedelecs. This applies
to the market development in the first place and therefore also to the product awareness,
especially with retailers of two-wheelers, who should know about it in the first place. The
Netherlands are very advanced in terms of knowledge and implementation, followed by
Germany and Austria. Also in the Czech Republic a lot has happened lately. There are

1http://m.spiegel.de/auto/aktuell/a-777739.html
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still clear deficiencies in Hungary and Italy. In Italy you can see that there is a slight
wakeup call regarding pedelecs. However, according to our interviews with retailers and
trade association representatives, the local conception of a good pedelec does not corre-
spond with the current state of technology. In many places you may still find products
for sale with lead batteries, jerky controls and in the price range of ¤ 700 (although this
doesn’t ultimately state anything about the quality, it is still an indicator). The desire to
learn more about pedelecs in Italy exists and the conventional market of engine-powered
two-wheelers is decreasing noticeably (as in Europe). Appropriate expert trainings should
therefore go beyond the Go Pedelec! project, just as envisaged at least in Austria, Ger-
many, the Czech Republik and maybe also in Hungary. A key partner in these trainings
is Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e. V., for Austria and Italy so far this is Thomas Lewis,
energieautark consulting gmbh.

Insufficient products in the market development phase There are big quality
differences between products. During my journeys in various European countries I no-
ticed, that countries which are roughly in the very first market development phase have
a considerable share of cheap products. Retailers often start to see the big money during
such a market phase, and simply import a container full of products from China, so they
can sell them with a horrific margin. Background information: The average price for a
cheap pedelec with lead-acid battery in China starts at ¤ 80, up ¤ 300 for a “full-fledged”
pedelec with lithium battery, etc. The business model in China builds on the inevitable
consecutive repairs (“Chinese leasing”). In another market phase, customers will hopefully
realize that there would be high-quality products as well, and due to the expectations of
the customers retailers are forced to offer such products as well. However this is only
the case if the market doesn’t collapse or at least have a too strong setback (as seen in
Italy in 2002) and the customer conviction does not put roots that, on a large scale, all
pedelec products are more or less junk. With the latter said, apparently there are also
some non-linear effects and you must be careful to not destroy the market. This is also
important for you as a municipal officer:

� Advice 23: For all your activities and events please make sure to send the message (and
also check yourself) that only quality products are eligible. Quality is primarily checked by test
riding and by consulting test reports (if available for the pedelec in question).

We have been to Italy at the beginning of 2012 and got to know a retailer, who was proud
to have sold 4000 “pedelecs” in Sicily in 2011. After some time of interviewing, it turned
out that it weren’t pedelecs, but products of the kind which are primarily sold in China:
The pedals are only mounted to the pedelec pro forma and one can’t permanently pedal
with them. Prices for such products are usually around ¤ 1000 or less in Europe. This is
because retailers don’t dare to raise prices, since the price difference to the bicycle would
be too high for this market phase; profit margins, however, are exorbitantly high due to
the low purchase price.
In Italy, from the user’s perspective, there is a financially very important fact that pedelecs
and bicycles are excluded from the vehicle tax for small motorcycles, which make up for
more than ¤ 1000 per year. The insurance fee which is saved in Italy by declaring the
product as a pedelec (which makes it equal to a bike in terms of tax) instead of an electro
scooter, is between ¤ 1000 and ¤ 1300. There is a significant amount of money at stake.
There have been first lawsuits against municipalities by the Italian association of two-
wheel retail ANCMA, apparently because the municipality has not acted accordingly to
violations. This first phase of market development characterized by a lack of knowledge
from the customers and low quality products was seemingly overcome a long time ago in
the Netherlands, Germany and Austria. Furthermore, in countries such as Hungary or
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the Czech Republic, where the average income is lower compared to e.g. Germany, cheap
products are more appealing and also better affordable for the “average citizen” in the
first place.

Pedelecs in use rapidly reach a practical value of zero, the drop in value due to
usage is steep You can always find online offers for pedelecs on secondhand websites
such as ebay, but generally this market is a “buyer’s” market, meaning the offer is much
higher than the demand. Customers prefer to buy new pedelecs. Achievable prices for
used pedelecs are therefore generally very low and are close to zero.

Why is the resale value so low?

1. If you have once ridden on a product which reflects the most recent state of technology,
you won’t want to go back to “old crap”. Additionally, there are many “teething
problems”, such as for instance a gear-shift lock on the mountain for some products
where you accordingly have to pedal less for changing gears.

2. Condition of the battery : You can’t see how well the state of a used battery is.

Nevertheless there is a systematically run market for second-hand pedelecs, which relies
on pedelecs from rental systems from tourist regions. It’s common that the pedelecs from
rental outlets (hotels, etc.) are retrieved every year after the season, technically overhauled
and then sold second-hand. Examples of companies who do this are Movelo and Kaloveo.
Movelo offers the used bikes for about ¤ 700 cheaper compared to new bikes.

4 Target groups from the perspective of a municipality

Driving a pedelec is not only for the old, fat and lazy. Yet, many still don’t
dare to admit that they like the product. Road shows (opportunities to test
ride in public places) are therefore still one of the most important measures.
My first reaction when I heard about the pedelec was (like for many) that it is a pedal
assistance and therefore is something for older people. This actually was still true recently
according to surveys and still is the main customer group. In the long run, and this trend
can be observed already at present, this is not true anymore. The product is appealing for
all population groups, and this already starts at school age (even if “pedelecs for school
kids” is still being discussed - see also p. 35). For school kids it is cool to feel the support,
even if they don’t need it to go uphill and are allowed to sweat etc. The pedelec helps
people in the working life to overcome the everyday psychological resistance to ride the
bike (Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy e. V., calls the first of the two basic function of the
pedelec the “One’s-Weaker-Self-Conqueror”-function2. Also, if a pedelec is purchased in
the family, a second one is usually bought later on.

See GP! handbook p. 53: Results and conclusions from a survey in six European countries
where municipal decision makers have been interviewed on topics around pedelecs. Which
are the main target groups for pedelecs from the point of view of municipal decision
makers? Reasons as seen from municipal decision-makers for subsidizing and promoting
pedelecs. How many of the interviewees already have ridden a pedelec. Differences between
pedelec forerunner countries such as Germany, the Netherlands and Austria and other
countries included in the survey (Czech Republic, Hungary and Italy).

2The second basic function is the “hill-remover”-function, see p. ??.
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City clerks One of the first steps of the city to feel committed to is to acquire office-
pedelecs. This was implemented e.g. in Graz (Austria) and Stuttgart (Germany). In
the case of Stuttgart the office-pedelecs were internally sold used (see also p. 32) after
the project was over at a low price from the central administration to other municipal
departments. In Graz the office-pedelec from the public construction authority is used
by the director of the department of civil engineering himself to attend meetings down-
town. In such cases it is important to clarify who manages the pedelecs regarding its
issuance to thirds to make renting it as easy as possible. Otherwise borrowing pedelecs
will stay/become not very appealing. In the ideal case an evaluation is done and according
feedback is collected from the users.
Results especially from the pilot project “Stuttgart pedelec” are:

1. the used pedelec was of high quality and there were no reports of any malfunction

2. the marketing and brand recognition was high due to the special colour and design

Commuters The pedelec increases range significantly compared to the bike. This will
make it easier for many people to get to the bus station, train station, parking lot (where
they hop into someone else’s car as passengers), without a car. Thus the pedelec is
interesting for the “last mile”.

See GP! handbook p. 32: Discussion on the importance of range of a pedelec and the
three basic approaches to increase range.

The range of pedelecs is about 30-60 km, primarily depending on the capacity of the bat-
tery and also a number of other factors which depend on the condition of the pedelec, the
track, wind and the rider’s body weight. In most cases this is enough to ride directly to
work (charging the battery can be done there). A barrier to further wide-spread pedelecs
and the lack of theft-proof parking possibilities is reported by many stakeholders (in par-
ticular from the municipal sector). However, on the problem of theft it is questionable
how relevant it really is in practice (see also p. 46). A much bigger barrier is that many
people, who potentially could use the pedelec for going to work (commuters), have not
yet tried this new vehicle and therefore extremely underestimate its possibilities of use.
Referring to this target group, also take a look at the section about bicycle highways, p.
45.

Shopping in the city The pedelec is extremely suited for shopping in the city, since
shopping trips in urban areas are mostly short routes. The EU project Active Access
from the program Intelligent Energy Europe has tested pedelecs with 20 persons from the
target group “seniors” in Graz in Austria. Overall, they went on 222 trips with pedelecs
and 69 of those (nearly a third) were shopping trips, 58 leisure trips and the rest journeys
to and from work. Approximately more than half of the runs would have been otherwise
made by car. As for shopping trips, 68% of them would have been car trips otherwise and
accordingly were replaced by the pedelec according to the project results. As soon as the
trip is longer the car is still preferred (27 of 28 rides, which are longer than 10 km, would
have been covered by car). The average trip length was 1-3 km and almost half of these
routes were short shopping trips.

� Advice 24: The test in Austria from the EU project Active Access confirmed the thesis,
that pedelecs are ideal for shopping trips in urban areas and to replace cars.

Referring to shopping, also see the notes on the target group “women”.
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Tourists See the part on rental systems in touristic, sparsely populated regions on p.
46.

Women Slightly adapted from FACTUM Chaloupka & Risser OHG 2011: The Austrian
study Fem-el-bike “prospects of the pedelec as an environmentally friendly alternative in
the everyday lives of women” in 2010/2011 has researched how the use of the electric
bicycle may become more appealing as a climate-friendly vehicle choice for women in
Austria.

1. In addition to a literature study on the current pedelec vehicle fleet and on general
mobility needs of women and focus groups with women, two representative surveys
were conducted throughout Austria (telephone interviews with 4600 men and women
and online with 1000 women).

2. Also, ten pedelec riders kept track of their experiences while using an pedelec for three
months.

Women have different mobility patterns than men, because still nowadays they are still
more involved in taking care of their families (grocery shopping, driving their children).
The increasing number of female driving license holders and the increasing availability of
a car for women will lead to a growing car-mobility for this gender. The results of female
test riders show that women opt for an pedelec because they

1. expect a relief when climbing slopes,

2. need support when transporting extra weight (e.g. goods, children),

3. don’t want to arrive sweaty at the destination,

4. want to travel more environmental friendly and less expensive than with a car,

5. want to move quickly even despite a lack of fitness

6. on longer distances – e.g. when accompanying bike tours – want to be sure that their
stamina will last for the way back.

50% of the women from the quantitative survey (n=1000) could imagine using a pedelec in
the future and 2% actually owned a pedelec. As possible uses, shopping trips were listed
first, followed by leisure time and journeys to and from work.

About 80% of the surveyed women shared the opinion, that electric bikes can replace the car
for short journeys.

77% of all women in Austria said that a pedelec is appealing, because parking problems
would be no issue anymore. 70% mentioned that they would use an pedelec to save on
fuel costs and 57% shared the opinion, that the pedelec would be a good alternative to a
second car. As barriers regarding the purchase of a pedelec, the high cost and fear of theft
(see p. 46) were listed. The feeling of being considered unsportsmanlike was reported by
only 17%. Only a tenth of all the women saw the technical handling of an electric bicycle
as a problem. Regarding the equipment, the large majority of women mentioned that

1. it has to be suitable for everyday use,

2. has to have a good lightning

3. a rear view mirror is an advantage,

4. it should be easy to use and
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5. the possibility of a test ride should be given before purchasing it.

Regarding infrastructure

1. theft-proof parking facilities (also see p. 46) are appreciated

2. as well as wider cycling roads (also see p. 45) as well as a continuous bicycle network
and

3. public charging stations (also see p. 41), however the latter is not essential according
to statements of the female test riders, but are a possibility to advertise electric bikes.

For wary women in their middle ages, the pedelec is an alternative to the car for short
distances. In urban areas the electric bike will primarily target innovative women. The
design certainly plays a significant role.

Further user groups Other special user groups are police officers, post office workers,
city clerks and deliverers of goods of any kind. For some of the categories of small industries
within these groups, special pedelec models have been developed for fleet use.

� Advice 25:

1. Many project examples, where pedelecs were used for different user groups, can be found
in the Go Pedelec! poster collection (see advice 50, p. 50) from Dr. Walter Vogt.

2. A very good overview of target groups can also be found in Roetynck 2010.

Special topic: pedelecs and children The topic of pedelecs and children is discussed
over and over again, just as at the Go Pedelec! workshop in Stuttgart on the 14th of June
2012. That’s for instance, where the question arose whether pedelecs are permissible for
teenagers at the age from 15 years on. At least in Germany this is not the case - legally,
Europe-wide pedelecs are still considered bicycles.

� Advice 26: It is interesting to have learnt that at least in Germany children gradually
decline in their cycling ability. So do not think children automatically learn how to cycle.

This emerges from a German study by the ADFC (http://m.spiegel.de/auto/aktuell/
a-762885.html). Therefore the German government supports learning programs for chil-
dren for cycling. At a Go Pedelec! Workshop on the 10th of July 2012 in Feldbach in
Styria/Austria, Andreas Novak, an Austrian pedelec retailer and tour guide, half-jokingly
announced, that pedelecs will possibly be a trend for teenagers, since they are to some
extent in a worse physical- and health condition compared to “the older ones”.

5 Specific questions on pedelecs and cycling with regard to
municipalities

5.1 On the pedelec

5.1.1 Sustainability and energy

Like all of the IEE projects which are financed by the EU, the goal of the Go Pedelec!
project is to reduce emissions (pollutants, greenhouse gases, noise). It is not about selling
pedelecs or fuelling the market.
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Do pedelecs replace car trips? The immediate question that arises to critical thinkers:
Does an increase of pedelec trips really mean a significant replacement of trips by car or
with an internal combustion engine? This conclusion is not compulsive. Isn’t rather public
transport and cycling replaced by pedelecs?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Fig. 5.1: Shift in the transport mix for households. Displayed are the trips which
have been displaced by the introduction of a pedelec. Data is based on a survey
(asking users of a pedelec). Source: Kairos 2010.
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car as a driver
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bus and train
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percent of all trips done with a pedelec after their introduction

� Advice 27: Basically there are few studies done so far on replacement of traffic by
pedelecs. We have found three which all deliver more or less the same results

1. for a large part (50%) mechanical bicycles are substituted

2. about 25% - 50% trips would otherwise have been done with cars, wherein the higher share
probably applies to urban areas with their on the average shorter distances

Even public transport is replaced, according to the project “Landrad” (see Fig. 5.1 and
also p. 51), namely about 6%.

These statements relate to the number of trips – not on the mileage. They are therefore
more valuable when they are complemented with the information that according to re-
search in Switzerland and Vorarlberg between 800 and 1500 kilometers are driven with
the pedelec annually. However this is not very much compared to a car which for example
is used for 15,000 km annually. But the numbers make sense: If the 1500 km are done on
weekdays, this would make 6 km per day. Conclusion: Yes, pedelecs replace car trips, but
to a large extent bicycle trips as well. On closer inspection, the large replacement of bike
trips is obvious: The pedelec is for anyone, who uses a bike and isn’t a so-called hardliner,
an appealing expansion to her/his cruising radius. It also extends the period of life during
which one can continue to ride the bike at age.

The required energy of a pedelec is extremely low Obviously it can’t be stressed
enough: At the Go Pedelec! road show at the Vienna Parliament on the 2nd of May 2012
a pedestrian came to the check-in booth to complain about “senseless EU projects and
plans of the government”, because pedelecs seemingly increase the demand for electricity
even more. Especially in times like these where hardly anyone can afford electricity and it
becomes more and more difficult to raise electricity. The rumour still persists and arises
again and again.
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With a photovoltaic module surface between 0.3 m2 and 2.7 m2- the higher number is presumed
due to an above-average usage of two hours per day and estimated low conversion efficiencies
within the pedelec – the annual electricity requirement for a pedelec can be met.

The electricity requirement for the battery input is between 30 and 270 kWh per year. In
comparison, the total electricity requirement of a household in many parts of Europe is
currently about 3000 kWh per year. The electricity requirements of a pedelec therefore
make up about 1 to 10% of the current house hold electricity needs.

See GP! handbook p. 60: How much energy does a pedelec annually need? How much area
do you need to provide the annual electricity demand via renewable energy from different
sources? Why you should take a closer look when buying green electricity and what is
the real effect of it. A core question: Does the pedelec substitute car rides or not? If yes,
which percentage of the pedelec trips would have been made otherwise by car? Is there
practical experience available?

Of course it is also important that the solar radiation varies from winter to summer.
Radiation levels in December only make up about one sixth of the summer value. On
cloudy days the electric output drops to zero, but pedelecs are still used in winter (see
Fig. 5.2)3, provided that the municipality takes care of snow clearance also on bicycle
paths (experience from Vorarlberg, Kairos 2010).
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Fig. 5.2: Distances (y-axis) in km travelled in each of the year’s four main seasons
(x-axis) by an ’average’ pedelec. The data was obtained by a field trial with 500
pedelecs in the Austrian province of Vorarlberg in the time span of July 2009 to
July 2010. Source: Kairos 2010.
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� Advice 28: You find ample information on pedelecs and renewable energy at our website
under http://www.gopedelec.eu/pedelecsAndRenewables.

Pedelecs, linked to the usage of renewable energy (green electricity) from the
grid The use of renewable energy sources and pedelecs more and more go hand in hand
and are also accordingly jointly promoted. For instance, to some extent, funding was tied
to this condition in Austria and a higher subsidy rate is still given to companies who
commit to using green electricity for their new pedelecs (August 2012). Since the power
consumption of a pedelec is extremely low, this can be seen more as a marketing measure
rather than an important point (an energy utility: “We build facilities for the conversion of
renewable energy to the same extent as the consumption via pedelecs we sell”). However,

3Note: Public rental systems can’t be run well in winter in Mediterranean Europe. This affects most
system concepts since batteries shouldn’t be charged under 8 degrees Celsius.
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such initiatives are still to be welcomed. If financial support from a municipality or by the
state for individuals is tied to a contract for purchasing renewable energy in a household,
the green electricity will be used for all household applications, not only the pedelec. The
changing to renewable energy will lead to that the household will remain with this energy
source in the future. The household can of course switch back to a cheaper power supply
due to the current short-term contract cancellation periods. However, this is not to be
expected in most cases, since the electricity is sustainable, the extra costs are low and
changing back means an additional administrative effort.

If going for a charging station, then without “frills” - those with an integrated
photovoltaic generator are expensively bought renewable energy The integra-
tion of a photovoltaic generator is usually more expensive than separate versions (charging
station without a photovoltaic generator, PV on roofs). This is the case for all products,
which have an integrated photovoltaic generator. Basic situation: the customer pays for
the photovoltaic generator as an additional feature. It is not the main product and there-
fore the costs will not be listed separately within the offer. Roofs of charging stations or
rental stations are usually much closer to the ground that roofs of buildings. The chance of
shading is much higher. In addition to the low energy yield, partial shading is unpleasant
with photovoltaics. The fixed costs per supplied electric unit (kWh) are higher for rental
stations, since the available area is smaller per photovoltaic plant compared to large roofs.

Lithium resources are not the big issue A lot has been and is written about lithium
on rumours of impending shortages, new discoveries etc. Clarifying for me was a statement
by Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy eV, Germany, that it’s not the lithium resources (second
most abundant metal in the earth crust). E.g. there is enough lithium in the sea water but
it just isn’t profitable to extract it. It looks like there will be a shortage in copper much
sooner. It is possible to build a pedelec without lithium but currently impossible to build
one without copper. Even if the lithium technology will remain for some time – lithium
is not necessarily the peak in the battery chemistry sector. There might be another basic
chemistry in this sector, even if this is judged to be unlikely by experts.

5.2 General arguments for bicycles

5.2.1 Health

A personal experience: Biking really does keep you fit I can confirm this from
my own experience since a year now. I ride the bike every day for at least a half an
hour, most of the times more than one hour and more, and I try to go to all of my
appointments within my city by bike (no, not a folding bike). I can clearly feel the
positive effects. Apart from my individual experience the positive long-term effects have
been proven statistically, namely by an extension of a life which is worth living – in other
words, not a life spent majorly immobile and treated in bed – which can be achieved
by regular and modest cycling (this of course applies for all kinds of regular and modest
exercise in general, not only cycling). The pedelec, in a way, supports this regularity
aspect of cycling with its “One’s-Weaker-Self-Conqueror”-function. Interesting was the
initiative of ExtraEnergy with AOK, the large German health insurance, where it was
conceived to make pedelecs available for all people for free as a preventive measure and to
reduce the monthly obligatory contributions to the health insurance based on the monthly
kilometres made by pedelec. Unfortunately this project could not yet be implemented due
to the legal framework in place (no investment possible as a preventive measure).
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See GP! handbook p. 64: Why the fine control of the electric motor might make riding a
pedelec even healthier than cycling and than many other kinds of sports.

Statistic-based evidence of the positive effect of cycling According to a WHO-
study, which was reviewed by third parties and can therefore be declared as a reliable
source, regular cycling (about half an hour per day) extends your life for about one year.
This increase in quality can also be converted into costs and has been included in a study
by the Vienna University of Technology in a comparison between the cost per kilometre
of a car and a bike.

6 Infrastructure and pedelecs

Regarding the operational area it is important to distinguish between

1. the urban area with its comparatively high traffic density, a high proportion of trips to
work, commercial transport and the alternative of public transport and

2. the sparsely populated rural areas and the use of pedelecs for tourism purposes.

Therefore, this section is divided into these two sub-sections.

6.1 Pedelecs in urban areas

The pedelec is no panacea

� Advice 29: The pedelec is no panacea for traffic planning. If the situation in a city is
bad for bikes in general and the integration of different vehicles into traffic is not done well,
promoting pedelecs alone will not change much. Comprehensive measures are much more
important.

If the bicycle percentage (“modal split”) is low in a town, the bike culture is bad and little
is done for bicycles and bicycle riders, the pedelec won’t have a chance to establish itself.
Often there are no designated bike paths or they are poorly designed (e.g. they end in the
midst of a technically logical contiguous route), not maintained very well (potholes, lack
of snow clearance, tree roots etc.) or cyclists are not seen as traffic participants but more
as annoying obstacles etc.

� Advice 30: Improve the conditions for cycling in your city and get informed for free via
online documents or rely on professional consulting:

1. In the EU project Presto! (see p. 55) which was completed in 2011, measures and recom-
mendations for three categories of cities have been developed regarding the development of
the bicycle: “Starter” (beginners), “Climber” (advanced) and “Champions”. Correspond-
ing outstanding bicycle planning documents in form of 25 leaflets (“fact sheets”) and four
“Policy Guides” can be found on the project website.

2. In the EU and the relevant bicycle sector there is a reputable and proven method to analyze
one’s status as a cycling city. This method is named after the identically named EU-Project
from which the method has emerged – the Bypad method. Bypad consultants are available
across the EU who are all appropriately certificated.
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6.1.1 Traffic safety

With the pedelec, higher average speeds of more than 20 km/h and even higher accel-
erations than with the purely mechanical bicycle can be reached. In addition, for some
drivers it will be the first time after many years to get back on a bike again or in some
cases for the first time ever. It is possible that – most of the times especially during the
first few minutes of riding – they are not used to the electric motor or the higher speeds.
Also see advice 31, p. 40.

ExtraEnergy and ETRA take the view that auxiliary motor performance itself is not a
security risk, at most acceleration. From personal experience I can say that the latter is
especially true – that acceleration is certainly a risk; As an example one might consider
the following situation: You’re on a controlled intersection with a pedelec and would like
to go straight ahead. On the opposite side of the intersection there is a car waiting for to
turn left. The car driver doesn’t anticipate that the pedelec can accelerate faster than a
bicycle, also because he can’t figure out that it is a pedelec. He assumes that he can turn
left before the pedelec starts to go straight forward. They collide at the intersection.

See GP! handbook p. 28, Visions regarding future road traffic safety via automatic sensing
of traffic participants.

Generally, there are no reliable data on the frequency of accidents and the influence of
electric motor support on the latter. The reason is that in case of accidents the police
is currently not taking note of the exact type of the two-wheeled vehicles. Currently
in the Netherlands, security issues regarding pedelecs and elderly people are researched.
However it is not confirmed that a higher use of pedelecs has increased the number of
accidents. (http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en&section=nieuws&mode=
newsArticle&repository=Seniors+practice+riding+the+electric+bike)

Crash tests in 2011 in Germany – mixing up vehicle types in the discussion Af-
ter the German insurance association (Gesamtverband der Deutschen Versicherungswirtschaft)
has carried out crash tests with e-bikes, the terms “e-bike” and “pedelec” were mixed
up. One example of this is the following article: http://www.sueddeutsche.de/auto/
pedelecs-im-crashtest-pfeilschnell-ins-verderben-1.1083074. Especially when
it comes to security the distinction of the two terms is relevant, since the current vehicle
categories have completely different maximum speeds. The discussion was fuelled by rele-
vant videos which have been put up online. Of course, safety and speed are corresponding
aspects for pedelecs too: Aspects which have to be considered carefully, where the motor
support is only one of the many factors such as “regard for others” or “non-aggressive
driving” (also see the tips on p. 57), “prior practice”, etc.

On the topic of an obligation on helmets see p. 30. See also the general hints on safety on
p. 57.

Overlooked topic “driving downhill” Speed and security with pedelecs were hot
topics for discussions at a Go Pedelec! Workshop on the 10th of July 2012.

� Advice 31: The actual problem in hilly/mountainous areas is, according to Andreas Novak,
an Austrian pedelec retailer and tour guide, not the 25 or 45 km/h, but much more that you
can climb up to heights to which you normally would never go up to on your own. There is
“no limit”. Driving downhill in relation to your own mass is not yet under control by many.
Andreas Novak will have to give training in the future regarding “braking behaviour”, because
you can go downhill at up to 60-70 km/h.
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Workshop participant Bernhard Mildner, Kaloveo, believed that the personal enrolment
during the rental process is necessary and is an absolute advocate of manned rental com-
pared to unmanned rental systems. “The bike has to be explained”.

6.1.2 Charging stations

Many of the previously installed charging stations are lost investments. Mu-
nicipalities are being talked into making expenses (e.g. solar lights). The
significance of charging stations for the establishment of pedelecs is highly overrated.

� Advice 32: The availability of public, specifically for pedelecs installed charging stations is
almost irrelevant for the distribution of pedelecs in urban areas in the non-tourist sector. The
opposite is the case: So far there is no evidence that the sole building of charging stations has
ever promoted the spread of pedelecs in urban areas. In fact, there are a lot more examples of
unused charging stations, which further means a loss of investments. However, the situation
is different when it comes to the setting up of rental stations, where a – depending on the
situation – positive effect of bicycle rental stations for purely mechanical bikes has been noticed.

Charging stations are among certain groups thus as well referred to as “mayor pillars”,
because they are often opened at a prominent presence. Even though the non-existent
benefits are spread by word more and more, the subject is further highly promoted by
the appropriate providers. Many of the previously installed charging stations are also
conceptually not properly executed legally (virtually all charging devices are only approved
for the use in dry areas).

See GP! handbook p. 78: Hints regarding public charging infrastructure including the
description those few solutions which may make sense.

� Advice 33: Outdoor charging stations can be dangerous. Water can enter the network
device: In the better case a cable will smoulder off, in the worst case a puddle is set under
current or a fire hazard will occur.

This is not just a topic referring to pedelecs, but also concerns other electrical bicycle
products such as the “el-moto”, as it was promoted in the German city of Stuttgart.
How do such product development failures occur? Are electrical utilities technically and
planning-wise really so unaware? No. Much more bad design is the outcome of hasty ac-
tions due to the necessity to be the first on the market with a product. The corresponding
pressure is often fuelled by the marketing department, which does not ask their highly
competent, in-house available technicians in advance how things could be done right, but
simply wants to launch a product as fast as possible, to be the first on the market.

As an alternative, non-contact inductive charging is offered commercially already.

� Advice 34: Inductive charging does not allow for high currents, meaning it takes more
time until a battery is fully charged. Inductive charging is also less likely to work if there’s
snow (snow between the electrical source and sink). Moreover, if the pedelec is displaced a few
inches out of its ideal charging position, charging will stop. However, inductive charging may
be useful for company fleets, since there loading conditions can easily be controlled centrally
and quality can be monitored.

In previous solutions, for example charging stations at supermarkets, the required duration
of a full charge with current technology of 3-4 hours, was not considered. No one goes
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shopping for so long. Also, as already stated, outdoor charging is not permitted with
virtually all charges currently on the market.

� Advice 35: The most reasonable types of charging stations for pedelecs (actually for their
batteries) are those where charger and battery may be securely locked in a temperate zone (>
8oC). These stations should also be in places and situations where the users are not in a hurry
and the required charging time can be achieved.

A classical place would be a train station and the audience would be commuters (see p.
33): You arrive there in the morning, lock up you charger and battery in a locker and pick
it up after work again.
But beware:

� Advice 36:
With this option of locking up your battery, you cannot control what kind of charger / battery
combination is plugged in by the user, if charging is safe or not

One thing is certain: Due to the currently circulating products which are still continuously
entering the market, inevitably there will be fires happening (also see p. 26). This has to be
taken into consideration for public charging solutions (fire safety, fire-fighting equipment).

The charging-cable-lock pilot project In Germany in 2013, a highly innovative
project will be started with a so-called “charging cable lock”. The basic idea is that
the two product functions “locking the pedelec against theft” and “electric charging” are
combined into one product, the charging cable lock. As seen from the outside, the accord-
ing docking station is nothing more than a metal strap with a hole where the cable lock
can be inserted.
Another advantage of this system which combines mechanical security with electric charg-
ing: If your bike is stolen or somebody is trying to steal it, the cutting of the charging
cable lock (e.g. with a bolt cutter), which is electrically and electronically active, is reg-
istered by the electrical circuit. The pedelec can lock all of its electronic features, could
mechanically lock itself or also contact the user with a call or SMS etc.. If you would like
more information on this topic and on the pilot, subscribe to the ExtraEnergy-Newsletter.
Another advantage is that with such a system, the docking stations are no longer tied
to a specific pedelec-product, except that they have to be equipped with the EnergyBus
interface. Uncomfortable investment decisions (this pedelec-model or none at all, in case
of a renewal all bikes have to be replaced with a new specific model) thus are cleared away.

� Advice 37: If you try new rental systems as an municipal decision maker internally (e.
g. inside your municipal administration) in microfleets – and it’s always about trying: Don’t
buy such pedelecs if possible, but rather rent them (compare the city of Stuttgart who had
contracted the company Leaserad for a project among the employees of the municipality).

So in case something doesn’t work, you can get out of the issue quickly. Take on a third
party such as a service provider, just as e.g. the city of Stuttgart has done with Leaserad.
You then have someone on your side that needs to be available at all issues and in extreme
cases, even in terms of liability or when it comes to lawsuits.

� Advice 38: Don’t try to set up the system by yourself, but co-operate with those in
the city/region who are interested in rental activities and additional business. These are e.g.
bicycle shops, hotels, museums, gas stations, public swimming pools etc. Establish appropriate
partnerships. You may also cooperate with universities or colleges to accompany a project
scientifically.
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� Advice 39: Include certain minimum requirements on pedelecs in your leasing and
purchase contracts: In the future, this will be covered be the “product has to comply with the
standard EN 15194”, but just in case one may complement this with the requirement of the
“CE label”, the “Compliance with the European Machinery Directive” and others.

Manufacturers have big difficulties to meet all applicable official normative requirements
for pedelecs. However, for practical use the deviations are often insignificant. Moreover,
some of the normative requirements are in the need of revision due to the rapid techno-
logical development in the pedelec-sector.

6.1.3 Rental Systems

Bike Sharing Systems (purely mechanical Bicycles and pedelecs) in urban areas
are on the rise across Europe Bike Sharing Systems in urban areas have taken
hold since the year 2000 for the first time and are spreading rapidly throughout Europe.
However regarding pedelecs, there are no long term experiences with automated systems
on a broad basis, although there is experience to a certain extent such as here in Stuttgart.
Currently there is an interesting EU-project, ELMOS, which deals with the topic in specific
and also implements rental pilot stations in five cities in Germany (Rostock) as well as in
Poland and Sweden.

� Advice 40: So far there are no soundly analysed broad experiences with automated
pedelec rental systems within urban areas available (to the difference of rental systems in
touristic areas with systems where pedelecs are dealt with manually). Therefore wait if you
are about to become active regarding automated pedelec rental stations!

6.1.4 Findings from the EU project OBIS on automated rental systems in
urban areas

Famous Bike Rental Systems (BRS) for purely mechanical bikes are Velib (Paris), Bicing
(Barcelona), London (Barclays), Stockholm and Vienna (City Bike). The following text on
insights about rental systems for purely mechanical bikes has been copied verbatim from
the OBIS handbook (OBIS Consortium 2011), which is available on the internet for free.
This is an extremely valuable resource for all those who are thinking about implementing a
pedelec rental system in their city, since there are many similarities between rental systems
for mechanical bikes and those for pedelecs.

� Advice 41: Read the findings cited here for bike rental systems from the project OBIS
(there are too many to pack them into a single tip-box) or download the corresponding hand-
book (OBIS-handbook)

The descriptive analysis of the BSSs done in OBIS reveals a few regular patterns, providing
a snapshot of the current (2010) status of European bike sharing.

1. The larger the city is, the more likely it is to have a high-tech system.

2. The larger the city is, the more likely it is tohave a BSS that operates 24 hours per
day.

3. In warmer countries, the BSS is more likely to operate 365 days a year.
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4. In cold cities, the peak in demand is in summer. Warm cities have two peaks in demand:
one in spring and one in autumn.

5. Small and medium cities offer longer periods free of charge.

6. The number of bikes in the system depends on the size and expected demand in the
area targeted. Automated schemes in large and medium cities provide more bikes per
station and more docking points per bike than small cities.

7. The larger the scheme/city, the higher thenumber of rentals per bike.

Success factors of a bike sharing system The definition of success depends on the
stakeholders involved. The survival of the scheme is taken as the overall goal of the BSS.
Key factors for survival:

1. Basic cycling infrastructure and maintenance, e. g. snow clearance, sweeping broken
glass;

2. Existing basic culture of urban cycling;

3. Integral policies of cycling and sustainable mobility, and integration of BSSs in those
policies;

4. Accessible scheme with high bike and docking point availability, opening hours, seasonal
availability;

5. Usable, easy to understand, distinctive station and bike designs;

6. Low theft and vandalism rate;

7. Low total costs per bike/ride;

8. Sustainable financing source;

9. Combination and synergies with PT;

10. Smooth and limited redistribution traffic.

Key factors for non-survival

1. Implemented without additional measures to promote cycling;

2. Unsafe cycling conditions.

3. No basic culture of urban cycling;

4. High rate of cycle ownership;

External conditions that make cycling difficult (topography, pedestrian di-
mension of the city)

1. Spatial and other limitations of the BSS (time, spatial extent, zone, station density,
unintuitive handling);

2. Vulnerable to vandalism and theft;

3. Too expensive for users;

4. Not profitable for operators/no sustainable financing;

5. Badly designed, clumsy bikes;

6. Too much redistribution needed;
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Miscellaneous

1. Many municipal stakeholders are not aware of the system components that are needed
in the background to run a BSS.

2. Planning a BSS is more than defining the technical and organisation details. The
process starts with developing a broad basis for cycling and clean urban mobility.
Stakeholders should become aware of the goals for their BSS and define characteristics
of the scheme to be able to put the plan into practice.

3. No matter what the source of additional public funding is, it must be embedded in
a long-term commitment to the scheme. Changing travel habits is a slow process
and thus it takes time for citizens to integrate the scheme in daily mobility routines.
Constant monitoring and measurement, long-term financing commitment as well as the
integration of the BSS into a broad cycling policy is essential for the success of BSSs.

� Advice 42: Observe the new EU project ELMOS. This project produces guidelines on
automatic rental systems and implements pilot projects.

6.1.5 Bicycle Highways

Fig. 6.1: A bicycle street in the south of
The Netherlands. Source: Ditewig 2011.

Fig. 6.2: A sign, that cars are only guests.
A bicycle highway, which – interestingly -
can be use by cars. Source: Ditewig 2011.

This concept of “bike speed roads”, also “bicycle highways” is discussed or already imple-
mented in many European countries such as the Netherlands, Denmark4, Sweden, Eng-
land, Belgium, Germany and Austria (e.g. in the province of Vorarlberg). Most recent,
bicycle highways were also presented on the “Velocity 2012” conference in Canada. Bi-
cycle highways should further encourage the use and acceptance of bicycles, especially
with the target group of commuters, in Utrecht, Netherlands, e.g. those from the suburbs
(“exurbs”).

See an excerpt from an article from the German magazine “Spiegel” on this issue:
There are two relatively new cycling groups, which take up more space; Parents with child transporters and
heavy cargo bikes, which are hard to maneuver and can’t be controlled well in the case of emergency and
bicycles with auxiliary engines, namely e-bikes and pedelecs. Even decrepit bicycle riders can accelerate the
vehicles to up to 25 km/h and need a lot of space to overtake. “Where are we going to get this additional
space?”, asks Böhme. “Narrow down sidewalks for pedestrians? Cut down trees?”

Features of bicycle highways are:
4e. g. http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/18/world/europe/in-denmark-pedaling-to-work-on-a-superhighway.

html?pagewanted=all
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1. Much wider lanes (4-6 m) for bicycles than usual regarding the lane width as specified
in relevant technical regulations, so you can ride safer and faster and also overtake more
safely. This also takes into account that these bicycle paths will most probably also be
used by pedelecs, e-bikes and similar vehicles from the LEV category in the future.

2. Higher quality road flooring that allows safer and faster driving

3. Good street lighting for driving in the evening or at night

4. Facilities for moving in and out to and from the attaching road network safely and
quickly

5. No or greatly reduced crossing points where one must stop

6. Intelligent route-planning regarding connection points to the existing road network

7. Lowest possible level differences at crossings

8. Preference of bike/pedelec riders at intersections

In the Netherlands, 21 million Euros are planned to be invested into 16 such bicycle
highways, two of which shall be located in Utrecht, one of the Go Pedelec! partner cities.
You can find two relevant articles in the Go Pedelec! Best Practices on bicycle highways
in the Netherlands.

6.1.6 Miscellaneous

The problem of “theft” is not necessary as relevant as suspected Correspond-
ing experience comes from the “Landrad”-project (p. 51) in the Austrian province of
Vorarlberg with 500 pedelecs, where the annual theft rate is almost zero. One reason why
pedelecs are quite unappealing as a theft object are partly the increasing possibilities for
electronic identification (electronic coding) of the individual pedelecs. Moreover, in some
pilot projects the pedelecs which were used, have been specifically designed (shape and
colour = “branding”) and therefore were easy to recognize.

� Advice 43: It could even be that pedelecs in specific (per pedelec) are less stolen than
normal bikes. At least there is no current statistical evidence that the contrary would be the
case.

6.2 Pedelecs in touristic, sparsely populated areas

� Advice 44: One should not forget, that in the end, from the perspective of the EU project
Go Pedelec!, car trips shall be replaced by the pedelec. The purpose of this project (and other
ones within the according subsidy scheme) is not to create additional mobility or trips, but to
reduce emissions. These priorities will slightly differ from priorities of those who are responsible
for the local tourism industry. The focus with the latter lies on the increased ability to reach
areas which were hard to reach by ordinary bikes because the areas were too hilly. However, in
most cases it seems that there is a common interest since car trips will be replaced by pedelecs
when tourists get to know the product. So in the best case, pedelecs and bicycles are used in
everyday life of people due to the positive experience made during the holidays.

Rental systems in tourist areas have experienced a boom in recent years in Germany, Aus-
tria and Switzerland, especially since specialized rental system suppliers started offering
complete systems including advertisement and on-site service for a monthly flat rate. The
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lenders, which are in most cases hotels, bed and breakfasts, farms (“Farm Holidays” etc.)
don’t have to make any investments. Such small businesses – especially in hilly areas –
can’t afford their own pedelecs and therefore welcome rental systems.

Switzerland as an extreme example is everything else but famous for its sprawling, bicycle-
friendly landscape but much more for its mountains, which are rather daunting elements
for the broad mass of bicycle-spa-tourists. However, especially in Switzerland the pedelec
has established itself strongly in recent years.

Why is that?

� Advice 45: Regions which are attractive for tourists but are very mountainous and
not accessible for the average bike tourist may now be explored via a pedelec and according
electromotive support.

On top of that, your vacation is as relaxed as usual. Tourists are generous these days.
The tourism organizations, catering etc. have quickly realized this fact.

Example “Movelo” With the widely established system Movelo (currently about 5000
pedelecs), which relies on a single pedelec-model (manufacturer) and the principle of bat-
tery exchange, you can almost traverse Germany without having to recharge. However,
this short-termed but highly successful business model is drawing to an end: Panasonic,
who has supplied the engine and the battery for the pedelec used in the system, doesn’t
want to keep producing the engine version used in Movelo. No further 25,2 V but 36 V are
envisaged. You’d have to change everything overnight, so that the battery replacement
option would be retained permanently when new pedelecs are added. Anyhow, some ho-
tels have already bought such pedelecs for themselves. Thus, pedelecs belong to different
parties, which makes a quick, sudden and system-wide exchange even more difficult.

From a Go Pedelec! Workshop which was held in July 2012 in Feldbach in Styria in
Austria, the following advice and tips have emerged on creating concepts for rental systems
in touristic, rather sparsely populated areas:

� Advice 46: Read the insights from the Go Pedelec! Workshop from the 10th of July in
2012 in Austria, Feldbach on p. 40 and p. 47.

Importance of a region’s bicycle-culture

1. It is very important for the overall environmental impact to take in account the vehicle
which is used for arrival and departure of tourists, when it comes to the promotion of
a bicycle-region.

2. The importance of childhood experiences for the attitude towards cycling is high. What
does this have to do with rental systems? A regions bicycle-culture as a prerequisite only
develops on people who develop this culture. Apparently, the connection to childhood
and cycling is determinative for the motivation (about the user group “children”, also
see p. 35)

Conception of rental systems

1. For regions with small accommodation establishments which are more likely to be
further apart from each other, a system concept would be suitable such as the one used
in the cycling region of Radkersburg. The rental-pedelecs are delivered on request by a
local logistic company to the accommodation establishments from the central storages.
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2. Austria-specific: Federal subsidies for pedelecs are available as part of the federal pro-
gram klima:aktiv (also see p. 50); the application for funding may by referred to as
non-bureaucratic. The individual subsidy rate depends on the savings in tons of CO2,
special funding is available. Consulting services for the submission are offered for free.

3. Introductory training with self-service systems: A training of the users with respect to
the pedelec is seen as indispensable by practitioners, especially with regard to safety
and potential accidents of untrained or completely inexperienced users. The process
of handing over a pedelec to the user takes about 15-20 minutes in the cycling-region
of Radkersburg. Automated rental systems were referred to as very critical by the
participants of the workshop due to the lack of a minimum training.

4. It is important to invest into high quality pedelec-products for rental systems.

5. Recovery of damages for rental bikes, deductibles: In the presented system “Kaloveo”,
¤ 100 are deductible per claim and pedelec and have to be paid by the client (the
user). Any eventual amount exceeding that sum is taken care of by the system provider
Kaloveo.

Success factors marketing and commitment of the stakeholders Good marketing
and the commitment of all the involved parties in renting pedelecs in regions is important.
A negative example would be the pedelec-initiative in the energy region Weiz Gleisdorf.
According to a workshop participant, the system didn’t really work there. About 50-100
bikes were installed, funded by the energy region, however “it was quite a letdown”. Main
reason for this was, that the companies “didn’t really support it”. They provided the
bikes for free and customers could rent them for ¤ 3 a day. The marketing was extremely
poor. If the pedelecs would have been offered for ¤ 20 instead of ¤ 3, but marketed well,
it would have been better.

Cooperation of cycling regions and trains is important

1. A good partnership between a cycling region and the train operator is important. Trains
increase the range which are possible with bikes and pedelecs.

2. Train stations can be starting points for cycling paths and from there on the local cycle
network can be developed well. This should be taken into account when planning a
bicycle network.

3. Since the bicycle tourism is growing, additional requirements for trains arise regarding
the possibilities of the taking bikes / pedelecs with you in train. Setbacks have been
perceived in the region of Radkersburg in 2012 regarding this issue.

4. Take your own bike with you or rent a bike locally? : To relieve train capacity, it is
important not to forget that it is preferred that pedelecs / bikes should be rented right
at the station (if available there), rather than taking your own (rental) bike on the
train.

Information such as bicycle maps etc.

1. Creating and providing bike maps for a region is important and the combination with
GPS/smartphone-apps is almost standard. Cooperating with neighbouring regions is
recommended.

2. Not all tourist services and information material has to be for free for the guests (e.g.
bicycle maps), as long as the value for the customer is made clear.
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3. Recommendations for actions for municipal decision makers

7 Recommended actions for municipal decision makers

� Advice 47: A local government / municipality should also have the courage to do nothing
related to investment.

This refers to the current, supposed need of action by municipalities, especially in terms
of the occurring pedelec-boom. There are numerous municipalities in debt – at least in
Austria. You have to be careful regarding investments and long-term commitments when
it comes to pedelec investments in specific. However, a good investment are well planned
and implemented measures to increase the share of bicycles in general.

� Advice 48: What can a municipality really do?

Acquiring a pedelec for your city clerks is to raise awareness in your administration and espe-
cially promotes the physical familiarity with this new product which is difficult to describe in
words. An example for this is the “Stuttgart pedelec”, a city internal pilot in the according
German city. However, this measure at the internals of a municipality’s administration doesn’t
really have a broad impact. Broad impact can only occur if people are either given the oppor-
tunity to get to know the pedelec or if pedelec riders are explicitly given preference in urban
traffic. Measures of a municipality could be

1. to host road shows

2. to integrate pedelecs in events, which are held anyway

3. to have celebrities of the city ride on pedelecs

4. to integrate the obligation for pedelec infrastructure and parking lots into the building
regulations

5. to use or promote the free Go Pedelec! poster collection which you can also edit for free
for schools in your city, in your town hall etc. See advice 50, p. 50.

6. to consider the recommendations from the Go Pedelec! handbook according to your pos-
sibilities.

Recommendations from the Go Pedelec! handbook:

1. p.73: A fictitious legislation (mainly of technical nature) would it be ExtraEnergy
shaping according EU directives.

2. p.80: Appeals to local policy makers, tourist managers and social services.

3. p.81: Appeals to politicians at national and global level, among others also a request
for banning battery sales in the pedelec sector.

The pedelec is underestimated in the mobility debate, the electric car is over-
rated Throughout the discussion of future electric vehicles, even at the local level, the
car is extremely overrated. I could experience this in a discussion at the “el-motion”
conference in 2012 in Linz, Austria, and it is also repeatedly reported from partners in
Germany.
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Even if everybody would drive electric cars, the car numbers on European roads – espe-
cially in urban areas – would be too high. The comment of our Dutch partner and bicycle
expert, Ton Daggers from IBC, was interesting: One can observe a trend at international
level, that the car in its current form will be forced out of inner-urban areas in the long
run. The pedelec is also underestimated, because only few are aware of the fact that you
can do a lot more with it than with a bicycle and it’s still seen as “a slightly pimped” bicy-
cle. There are now cargo-pedelecs for commercial use or the family shopping on Saturday
with more than a 100 kg payload capacity. According to Hannes Neupert, ExtraEnergy
e.V, Germany, the entire development is still at its starting point and there is much more
to be expected.

� Advice 49: Simply talk about it: In Austria there is a former mayor of a very small
municipality, who was strongly convinced that his municipal administration shouldn’t provide
any funding for renewable energy and energy-efficient construction, since the strength of a
small village’s administration is to be close to the citizen. The citizens should be informed
by the mayor himself about new products and ideas. Support on behalf of the municipality is
not always directly linked to money and cost if the time for communication is not taken into
account.

The Go Pedelec! Poster Collection

� Advice 50: As part of the Go Pedelec! project, an extensive poster collection on pedelecs
was created by Dr. Walter Vogt and his team from the University of Stuttgart. The posters can
be freely edited. As a municipal decision maker you can use this collection very well (available
in German and English), by providing (and actually recommending!) them to schools in you
municipality or put them up yourself in your city hall foyer or your municipal event hall. You
can individually edit the poster content according to the situation (pedelec-region, e-mobility
region, etc.) The poster-use is for free (download).

8 Recommended sources for further information

8.1 Specific for Austria and Germany

klima:aktiv http://www.klimaaktiv.at/ The program of the Austrian Federal Min-
istry of Agriculture does not only promote activities in the field of sustainable mobility,
but also energy efficient construction, the use of renewable energy etc. It is the most
comprehensive federal program in Austria regarding climate change. A sub-program is
“klima:aktiv mobil”, with the topics of “recreational, tourism and event traffic.

On behalf of the institution contracted for implementing the programme, komobile w7
GmbH, consulting services with regard to the promotion of municipalities, regions but
also at the level of individual hotels and restaurants and restaurants is offered for free.
Content of consultation includes how alternative mobility concepts can be created and
implemented and also how they can be promoted by the klima:aktiv program. Here you
will find news on the topic of cycling and especially on pedelecs on a regular basis.

E-Radlgeber of “die umweltberatung Niederösterreich” http://images.umweltberatung.
at/htm/e-radlgeber-noe-broschuere-mobilitaet.pdf: A booklet (31 pages) on the
subjects “Why cycling?”, “electric bicycle, e-bike”, pedelecs & Co., “battery”, “buying an
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e-bike”, “maintenance”, “add-on kit: E-bike – Do it yourself!”, “security”, “rental of elec-
tric bikes”, “environmental issues” and “outlook”. In addition, a comprehensive collection
of links on “Cycling in Austria” is included.

Project “Landrad” http://landrad.at/ Translated from Kairos 2010: “Landrad”
(“country bike”) was a fleet attempt in the province of Vorarlberg (Austria) with a limited
edition of 500 high quality pedelecs and tried to answer the following questions:

1. To what extend can pedelecs replace car trips?

2. How big is the potential market for this in Vorarlberg?

3. What accompanying measures are necessary and target-aimed to further increase the
share of bicycle traffic in Vorarlberg?

The 500 “Landrads” were given to interested private clients and companies/organizations
at a discounted price. In return, all of the buyers committed themselves to take part
in a survey and also provide specifically stored data from the control devices on the
basis of random sampling. At the beginning of the projects, all of the movements of the
Landrads were tracked by GPS for four weeks. This offered more detailed information
on driving behaviour (especially up- and downhill), range, speed etc. However, these
surveys were not meant to help answer research questions, but much more for reasons
regarding technical development and specifications of future projects on pedelecs. The
corresponding report is available online at http://landrad.at/fileadmin/downloads/
110103_bericht_landrad.pdf.

ExtraEnergy http://extraenergy.org/ ExtraEnergy e. V. is a non-profit associa-
tion with the unique goal of making the benefits of light electric vehicles (LEVs) in the
two-wheel sector known to the broad public. This objective focuses in particular on ped-
elecs. The association has a long experience (since 1985) on organising road-shows (using
its own equipment) and exhibitions, testing pedelecs and batteries on the basis of various
criteria, making information public via articles, maintaining a newsletter service, contact-
ing journalists on the issue etc. The association’s president, Hannes Neupert , has also
published a book on the matter (’Das Powerbike’, published in 1996). Moreover, the
association operates one of the most recognized website about Light Electrical Vehicles
with about 44.000 visitors per month. The practical experience of ExtraEnergy expressed
in numbers translates to about 500 test-ride events organized and run in the following
countries: USA, Taiwan, Korea, UK, Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Switzerland, France, Spain and Italy. Briefly, it is the largest non-
profit organisation pursuing the active dissemination of light electric two-wheel vehicles
via road-shows within the European Union. Furtherly, due to the nature of its activities
of running road-shows and exhibitions, ExtraEnergy is in continuous close contact with
manufacturers and retailers and with customers. For this reason the association is always
well informed about the current state of the art, on-coming technological developments
on the manufacturers side and, on the other hand, on barriers, wish lists, etc. on the
customers’ side. ExtraEnergy publishes regularly (currently twice a year) test reports on
pedelecs which may be downloaded for free. ExtraEnergy is project partner within the
Go Pedelec! project.

NewRide – rather unnoticed experiences from Switzerland! http://www.newride.
ch/ From Roetynck 2010: “The showpiece among pedelec projects is NewRide in Switzer-
land, which was introduced in 2002 to support the introduction of electric bicycles and
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scooters. It is part of SuisseEnergie, a government programme to promote energy effi-
ciency and renewable energy. In close cooperation with municipalities, manufacturers,
importers and dealers, NewRide offers a wide range of promotional activities and services:
road shows, public relations, product information, website, dealer training, dealer certifi-
cation with the NewRide logo, participation in regional exhibitions. In 2008 for instance,
NewRide organised, with the collaboration of 40 municipalities, 140 dealers and 10 electric
bike brands, a total of 161 road-show days. Most of these were organised in the frame-
work of a larger event related to mobility and/or health. NewRide has experienced that
road-shows embedded in larger exhibitions attract more visitors. NewRide counted some
7,000 test-rides and 24,300 visitors, whereas 1,700 test vouchers were distributed. With
these vouchers, consumers can go to any NewRide dealer of their choice for a free test
ride. NewRide had 2,100 pedelecs available for these events.” NewRide operates the best
product independent Swiss website on pedelecs and e-bikes which includes a database on
pedelecs with a search function and user comment functionality for each product.

Switzerland has already in 2003 evaluated its first pedelec pilot project (pedelecs are called
“e-bikes” there) and published a comprehensive report which is available online (FOEN
Federal Office for the Environment, Forests and Landscape, 2004). The valuable results
of the report are e.g. that per pedelec 800 kilometers are driven annually and also that a
large proportion of bicycle trips has been replaced. What’s maybe even more valuable, is
that it includes the detailed methodology which was used, and is therefore indicative for
similar future projects.

Project “Innovative Public Bike Sharing Systems – model-projects at the start
(Germany) This large project is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Transport,
Building and Urban Affairs (BMVBS) and is about the combination of rental bikes and
the public local passenger traffic (LPT). The overall funding amounts to more than 12.7
million Euros from 2009 to 2012. From 44 applications in total, 15 projects have been
awarded as especially innovative and the first eight were selected for funding, including a
pedelec-project which is called e-Call a Bike in Stuttgart (Go Pedelec! project partner).
There was a lot of value placed on the fact, that the results are transferable to other cities
and regions that are interested in introducing bike rental systems. For that purpose, to
accompany the implementation process, an evaluation of the model project will be carried
out. The analysis and evaluation shall bring further insights on success factors, effects,
requirements for improvement and trends for public bike rental systems. An interim report
is available at http://edoc.difu.de/edoc.php?id=Q1VPO7BK.

Pedelec forum The moderated online forum (in German only!) http://www.pedelecforum.de/
is the forum on pedelecs per se with more than 100,000 entries (as of July 2012). The
subjects are nevertheless still easily manageable, and are as follows:

1. Modification-pedelecs → Everything about modifying bicycles, pedelecs and S-pedelecs.

2. Ready-to-use-pedelecs → Everything about pedelecs and S-pedelecs which can be bought
ready to use.

3. Electric motors → Electric motors for driving the pedelec and e-bike.

4. Batteries, battery management (BMS), chargers → Information on battery technology,
Battery Management Systems (BMS) and battery chargers.

5. Controllers, driver information, other electronics → Everything about controllers, driver
information such as watt meters, speedometers etc., and other electronics such as GPS
& Co.
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6. Bicycle components

7. Ready-to-use-pedelecs (company forums)→ Business support forums A forum especially
for municipal decision makers does not (yet) exist.
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8.2 Sources from the EU

Results from the project Go Pedelec! which are relevant to you

� Advice 51: Results from the project Go Pedelec! which are relevant to you:

1. A comprehensive handbook on pedelecs, which is interesting for you in your dual role as
end user and municipal decision maker.

2. A document with information on pedelecs for municipal decision makers (in English and
German)

3. A collection of “best practice examples” (case studies for the integration of pedelecs into
mobility strategies from the six Go Pedelec! partner countries compiled by the Go Pedelec!
project partners)

4. A document on pedelecs and renewable energy

5. A tremendous poster collection on pedelecs (in English and German, freely editable)

6. A report on a survey on pedelecs among local decision makers in six countries. Additionally,
we’ve also carried out the following, however, those were events and thus are not longer
available:

7. Roadshows: Road shows are no longer available as part of the project, however see advice
13, p. 19, on further information about implementing and booking a road show.

8. Expert trainings: Training sessions were conducted from January 2012 to March 2012. In
some countries such as Germany, the Czech Republic, Austria and Italy these trainings are
intended to be continued.

9. For those of you who are not only interested on the product at local level, but also at
expert level: a transcription of lectures on expert trainings (currently only in German, not
yet publicly released. Book publication planned.).

10. A brochure that was specifically developed for municipal decision makers in 2011

11. A brochure with tips and tricks for final customers

Go Pedelec! activities that are no longer available

1. Workshops for municipal decision makers (from which the present document has been
generated)

2. Other supporting local activities: As an example, in 2011, a seminar for energy consul-
tants on pedelecs was held in Vienna.

The ELTIS- database http://www.eltis.org This excellent database on tools, pub-
lications on mobility is operated on behalf of the EU. You may find there are also a lot of
material on cycling.

� Advice 52: You find all these sources and more information on our website in the link
section.
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Intelligent Energy Europe http://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/
Take advantage of this program as a municipal decision maker in two ways:

1. Make sure to keep checking the website, to see which cycling and pedelec projects have
been approved. These topics are to be expected in the coming years as content of
submitted and implemented projects.

2. Have the courage and submit your own project ideas with suitable project partners.
The annual call for proposals usually start at the end of winter / early spring with the
submission deadline in early summer.

Presto! http://www.presto-cycling.eu/de/ PRESTO - ”Promoting Cycling for Ev-
eryone as a Daily Transport Mode” is a project of the EU’s Intelligent Energy - Europe
Programme. Presto! has one project pillar that focuses on pedelecs. A policy guide on
pedelecs and fact sheets are available

OBIS http://www.obisproject.com This EU project (scheme Intelligent Energy Eu-
rope) was centred around public bicycle sharing systems for purely mechanical bicycles
and for the first time analysed 57 systems all over Europe in a detailed manner according
to a common structure. Main result is an excellent and voluminous handbook published
in 2011 on such rental systems including various country reports.

ELMOS http://www.elmos-project.eu/ The project will implement pilot projects
for public pedelec rental systems in five cities (Karlskrona (SE), Malbork (PL), Rostock
(DE), Trabki Wielkie (PL) and Växjö (SE)) with a special focus on the combination of
a linkage of electric mobility with public transport. The entire project is coordinated by
the city of Rostock, more specifically by the Rostocker Straßenbahn AG.

Fietsberaad http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en Fietsberaad is a Dutch
organisation founded by a government initiative in 2001. It groups experts who offer stud-
ies, consultancy, workshops etc. all around cycling and meanwhile also on the topic of
pedelecs. On the Dutch website there is also a small corner in English. Some of the
publications are said to be translated to English if sufficient requests on behalf of website
visitors are observed. Fietsberaad is in close contact with further important Dutch cycling
organisations such as Fietsersbond, CROW, AVV und SWOV and is one of the founding
partners of the Dutch Cycling Embassy.

� Advice 53: It’s worth it for municipal decision makers with an interest in cycling to go on a
trip to study cycling in the Netherlands as well as in Denmark – the classic bicycle countries in
Europe with their above-average percentage of cycling in the modal split. Such a journey can
bring new ideas and above all, create courage to engage the local community and implement
unusual measures. This lets you see all the possibilities and on the other hand also, which
problems can arise when the bike share is extremely high in urban areas (especially concerning
parking problems).

Active Access See p. 33 on this EU project.

A A layman’s checklist for testing a pedelec

The following text was taken verbatim from ExtraEnergy e. V. 2012, p. 15.
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Battery and Charger – Lock and Load

1. Battery removal (if possible): How easy is it to remove the battery? Is there a handle,
does the battery slide out easily or do you need to force it out, is it stuck. . . ?

2. Lock (if existent): How well does it lock? Is the key easy to turn or does it hook, is
there a clear closing signal, is there a labelling. . . ?

3. Identifying the right charger for the battery: How clearly may the appropriate charger
for the battery be identified? Is there a labelling such as the brand, does the plug fit
distinctly or do more plugs fit?

4. Insertion of the battery: How well may the battery be inserted? Is it easy to insert, is
there a signal of successful locking, is it clear how it should be inserted?

Rear luggage carrier – travel Mounting the pedelec on the rear carrier: How easy is
the bike to rack onto the rear carrier? Is it light enough to roll or lift it up, does the frame
allow mounting..?

Steps – living and storage Carrying the bike over stairs: How easy is it to carry the
bike over stairs? Is it light enough is, it easy to grab, is it easy to handle in the stairway?

Loading – obstacles and transport Pushing the wheel over a loading edge: How easy
is it to carry the bike over an edge, such as of a trailer, of a lorry etc.? Is the pedelec
lightweight enough, is it easy to grab, does it bottom out anywhere. . .

Adjustment – before driving

1. Ergonomic adjustment: Can the wheel be set individually? Is the handlebar easy to
adjust, adjustment of saddle height, with or without tools, tight enough. . . ?

2. Select the driving mode: Can the driving mode be set easily? Is the display self-
explanatory, clearly visible, is it easy to find the on-button. . . ?

Test ride

1. Support in plane areas: How good is the engine support on straight lines? Is the
support regular, too early, too late, gentle (see also the according comment in an online
forum at p. 17). . . ? How is to ride the pedelec in curves?

2. Support on the slope: How well is the engine support on climbs? Is the support
activated too late, too weak, does it fade . . . ?

3. Driving properties with motor : How is it to ride the bike with motor support in general?
Does it feel safe, comfortable, does it run smoothly?

4. Driving properties without motor : How is it to ride the bike without motor support
in general? Does it feel safe, does it run smooth or rather stodgy, can you feel the
resistance?

5. Noise of the drive train: How is the noise of the engine? Is it too loud or barely audible,
pleasant or unpleasant?

6. Ease of use: How well can the pedelec be operated while driving? Is the display
reachable, visible, can the engine be shut off while driving?
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7. Parking : How safe does the bike stand? Is the kickstand easy to fold out (if existent),
is it wobbly or is it well fixed?

8. Design / appearance: How do you like the look of the bike overall? It’s a matter of
your personal taste in style.

9. Driving enjoyment : How much fun was the ride for you in general? It’s a matter of
your personal preferences.

B Safety- and other tips for pedelecs regarding road traffic

The following text is – apart from minimal adaptations – taken verbatim from the article
“Life on the fast lane” by Nora Manthey from ExtraEnergy e. V. 2011, p. 19:

You can’t forget how to ride a bike and the same goes for cars. However, also if pedelecs
look like bicycles, they are a little bit different to drive. Easier and faster means new
risks. Dealing with a life on the fast lane – at least as long as pedelecs don’t make up the
vast majority of two-wheelers – has to be learned. Always look ahead, consideration and
containment are important.

B.1 Safety Tips

Before the trip Adjust the pedelec - especially in the case of rental pedelecs - to your
ergonomic needs. At optimal saddle height, your leg should be fully stretched when your
heel is on the pedal. Many handlebars can be adjusted in height and angle. A change in
position can make longer trips more relaxed.

Caution when braking on gravel. Rather use front and back brake simultaneously
and consistently than only one brake, since otherwise the pedelec might skid.

Balance Pedelecs are usually heavier than conventional bicycles due to the engine and
battery. Additionally, the centre of gravity is shifted, depending on the type of engine
and location of the battery. Drive a few laps to get used to it. Be prepared for longer
stopping distances when driving heavier pedelecs. A heavy rear or front can make driving
even further difficult.

Handling The display of your pedelec should be easy to read and show you, what you
want to know. Don’t let yourself get distracted, but use functions such as the speedometer
etc., to assist you judging your situation. A short but regular look should suffice. The
buttons should be easy to reach and easy to operate without fumbling. You might practice
and do the set up beforehand.

Traffic lights Make yourself clearly visible at the front. The advantage of a pedelec
is here particularly noticeable. You can start fast and get ahead of the cars (also see
experiences about this on p. 40!) or simply flow with the surrounding traffic. Hold the
brake when standing.

Stopping As with the bicycle, stopping distances should be planned and you should
brake in measured doses, rather than braking sharply. Test the accuracy of the brake
before your big ride in an open area. If you are used to coaster brakes, ask for a pedelec
with the according function or give yourself some time for an adaptation phase. Simply
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stopping to pedal doesn’t always help, if the motor assistance has a time lag. Try it. Also
see the notes on the risk “Braking and driving downhill” on p. 40.

Bike path For Germany: If you’re driving a standard pedelec, which means that the
motor support stops at 25 km/h, you are obliged to use the bicycle path. As an S-pedelec
rider however, you have to drive on the road. In any case, anticipatory driving is required,
since other drivers may slightly underestimate your speed.

Blind Spot If you drive down the street and notice a car driver that doesn’t see you
and wants to leave the lane, make yourself noticeable and brake in the best case. Do not
position yourself next to trucks or vans.

Starting Test the start-up behaviour of the pedelec. Motors with motion sensors some-
times react delayed and then suddenly push forward. With force sensors you should test
the response beforehand. Often enough, just a little momentum will get you going. If
necessary vary the usual starting position of the pedals from 45o. Having the hand on the
brake gives you more stability when standing.

Turning Keep in mind that other road users perceive you as a bicycle and therefore
expect a correspondingly slower speed. Check your blind spot, look across your shoulder
and grant right of way when in doubt.

Overtaking As a pedelec driver you will encounter conventional and slower cyclists.
Best surpass them at open and wide spots (see also the comments on bicycle highways on
p. 45). Making yourself noticeable by politely calling or ringing from behind will contribute
to peace and security on the streets.

Helmet A helmet protects you against head injuries. There is no obligation to wear one,
but it is strongly recommended. Make sure to adjust the helmet to your size. It should fit
well, not be too tight and also shouldn’t impair your sight or hearing. For e-bikes which
go over 20 km/h all-electrically, helmets are mandatory in Germany.

Turns Brake on time. Make sure you practice before and know how accurate your brakes
are. Brake with the front- and back-wheel brakes. Also use your speedometer to estimate
your speed. Experience is the key to safety.

Bumps Beware of obstacles and bumps. Your increased speed makes small roots to
big dangers on the road. If you can’t avoid one or slow down in time, hold on to your
handlebars tightly and bottoms up.

B.2 Other Tips

Pedalling Pedal consistently and at an effort suitable to you. This makes it easy on
your muscles, but also on the engine.

Mountain Also with the pedelec you should turn to low gears before going uphill. This
makes it easy on your joints and the battery. Particularly hub gears are hard to shift when
going hard, especially in combination with bottom bracket (central) motors – caution.
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